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INTRODUCTION
This document is the sixth and final report of the first 
three year phase of the Family^Centre-Pfojedt-Of the^retRei- 
hopd,of.St LaurenOe., It should be read In Oon^unctionwith^ 
the previous five reports or at least with the fohrth^dnd^* 
fifth reports; the fourth report ̂ contains a synopsis TOf^tRO 
three preceding reports. As the inevitabilities Of-timO^and 
pressure may'make such a task impossible ̂ for -some^teadeis^this 
report should be read in tRe context of the following dv6r-*- 
piding idea.
The Family Centre was.set dp as a six year demonstration* 
project by the Brotherhood of St Laurence because^ after' ' 
many years of work with low-income people, its staff Rad 
reached the belief that poverty.was caused by'the institutional 
structure of society and not by the personal inadequadies'df 
poor people. In its first three year phase the Project set 
out to provide opportunities through participation for-the? 
poop to enable them toygain power, mot oniy^to esbape^ffom' 
p̂p,XepRy,, butito help:achieve significant social changes in 
'society. ' - - - ' ^
This particular report deals with a plan devised by^its*  ̂
Co-ordinator for the second three year phase of the Project 
and the,changes made to that plan by the family memBdrs^aAdP 
staffs It is a process account of the way in whibh th#?pian 
was modified and the beginning of its implementatibn^ORt^of 
the complex and voluminous range of evidence available^tWe^ 
social innovations are choosen for lengthy discussion.
These are, the use and development of indigenous*Workers in 
the Project, and the devolution of power from'professional 
staff to the family centre members.
The selection of evidence, its analysis and interpretations 
are made-by the Co-ordinator on the basis of professional 
judgement and personal philosophy. No doubt another person, 
particularly a family centre, piember, would analyse and* 
interppet the evidence in a* different way. But that is the 
fascinatipn-?of social evidence^ factual material is rarely 
available, even in a project as heavily documented as the 
Family Centre Project.* True"objectivity is impo&sible^and 
perhaps all that can be hoped for is:honestyv^'This is an 
honest apppunt of the events that took place*-during the 
final year Of the first phase of the^FaiRily*Ceht4fb Project.
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SECTION 1 : THE PLAN FOR THE FUTURE
The fifth progress report of the Family Centre Project 
consisted of an examination of each of the Project's six 
objectives and an assessment, based on both quantitative and 
qualitative evidence, of the degree to which each objective 
had been fulfilled. This examination took place at the end 
of „tl)e first two years of the Project and it revealed that 
the resource and participatory objectives of the Project 
were*being met by different family members to varying degrees. 
At least 20 of the 60 original families were taking advantage 
of the considerable resources available to them - they were 
changing both their own social and economic condition and 
also the structures of the Centre. These families were 
rapidly learning the skills of decision-making and partic
ipation and were slowly gaining confidence in their own 
ability.
On the other hand it was discovered that the social action 
an3 research objectives were hardly being fulfilled by any 
family member and that the families were neither communicating 
their knowledge about poverty to the total community nor 
using it for collective action on behalf of themselves or 
other low-income people.
Out of these realizations the Co-ordinator proposed a plan 
for^the second three-year phase of the Project which was to 
begin in January 1976. The underlying philosophy and aims of 
this plan were :

1. To provide the facilities for low-income people to 
attempt to redistribute the resources of the 
community.

2. To provide facilities to service low-income self- 
help groups and to encourage their formation.

3. To co-ordinate information and service in each 
resource area important to low-income people - 
e.g. employment, education, social security etc.
To stimulate social action by low-income people 
through a process of consciousness-raising.
Action to be based on information collected in 
resource areas.

4.
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Structures for implementation* of these aims formed, part of 
the plan. Itivas Suggested that the Family b3Rtr$ Prdject 
become a Community Resource and Action Centre for all'low- 
income people, to be comprised of three units - a ^resource 
unit/ an action unit and a Ico-ordinating unit. * ^ *
The'Resource Unit was to be responsible for the provision of 
resourced Which poor people lack and which would attract* 
them to the Cdptre. These resources were to he of tWo'^ 
types existing community resources* which were* isolated In 
the Community and struggling to exist by themselves, or new 
reSourees^to be suggested by the Family Centre Project 
experience, and which could be planted and Staffed hy family 
members, e.g. a transport or an occasional child-minding 
resource.
The Action Unit was* to become responsible for,Consciousness- 
raising activities in the Centre and in the community, was 
to assist in the development of new self-help groups, ahd*was 
to attempt to increase the effectiveness of the delivery of 
services to poor people. This tnit waS to offer consultation 
and labilities to new self-help groups in the community 
to Services arising out of* the Centre. Part Of this don^. 
sultationwhs to be to offer expert advice on'how to obtHih 
funds for self-help groups and the Centre itself, e.g.  ̂
developing a submission Whereby the resources in the Resource 
Unit*could be staffed hy Unemployed people through some* torm 
of Support Wbrh scheme.
The purpose of the Co-ordinating Unit was to be to tie 
together the*Work of the Other two units^in oiler to Achieve 
the long-tOrin gohl of the Centre, that is the redistribution 
of the resources* of the community. This unit Was to have 
two main functions - the provision and maintenance of 
physical and Support facilities in the Centre*, and the 
integration of the work of the other two Units.
Oyer a period of one month this plan was consciously used by 
the professional staff of the Project as a focus tor dis
cussion of the future of the Project and the'fdrm it would* 
take in its second three-year phase. Although alternatives 
to the Co-ordinator'S plan were discussed, the discussions 
were*half-hearted. In a Sense the* families allowed the,plan 
to be imposed bn them, probably* becaUse their pie^ious 
experience Had shown them they could trust the Co-ordinator
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to plan in their best interests. In phe end t^e Co
ordinator's plan was accepted with three important 
modifications.
Firstly, the families agreed that they wished to open the 
Centre to all low-income people but that they wished to do 
thi,s very gradually so that the identity of the original 
group of 60 families would be maintained. There was 
naturally, also a selfish fear.of sharing their resources 
and pi outside groups of people taking over the Centre^ It 
was decided that if they gradually added to the membership 
from their own network of friends and Relatives their fears 
might ppove to be groundless.
Secondly, that resources for low-income people which did, 
not already exist in the community should be provided by the 
Centre and that these lacking resources could be identified 
by family members sharing their knowledge and skills through 
social action in the community.
Thirdly, that the Centre should be mostly staffed by paid 
Family Centre members and/or the income supplement should 
continue so that members douih work in the Centre and the 
community without the pressures imposed by inadequate 
income.
Implicit in the discussion process was the idea that steps 
should he tahen to implement the new plan immediately 
instead of making an abrupt change at the end of 1975.
Thi,s report will detail the slow steps which were taken by 
staff and families to implement the families' wishes for the 
next phase of the Project. As mentioned in the introduction 
this report is written from the Co-ordinator's, viewpoint 
whose own judgement and philosophy will obviously influence 
the selection of evidence contained in it and the interpret
ations made on the basis of that evidence.
The period under consideration is February - November 19,75.
In the second week of November the Project celebrated its 
third birthday. At this time a Council of family members 
formally operated the Project, twelve Family Centre members 
were employed as staff, a new Co-ordinator was appointed, 
and the- income supplement was about to be terminated. Limits

-4-



on the control of the Project by the Council were that- 
finance was still provided by the Brotherhood of St  ̂
Laurence^an& that whenever professional-workers were to be 
appointed to the Project, they would be hired and fired by 
the Brotherhood of St Laurence.
These changes present s.uch a different picture from that at 
the beginning of the Project that it is difficult to 
recognise the same group of people...It is indeed a far qiy 
from the 60 deprived isolated families who first came 
together in the old Mission Home behind the Brotherhood, and 
who were quite fearful about "the new gimmick" the social 
workers had in store for them.
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SECTION 11 : IMPLEMENTING THE NEW PLAN

TIME CHART OF THE MOST SIGNIFICANT EVENTS BETWEEN
FEBRUARY AND NOVEMBER 1975.

DATE SIGNIFICANT EVENT
January 1975 At th$ end of January 1975 the management 

structure of the Centre,consisted of a 
Management Committee, 6taff meetings and 
the Co-ordinator. The Management Committee 
was composed of eight family members, one 
staff member and one volunteer, its function 
was to manage the activities area of the 
program; all other aspects of the program 
were managed by the staff or the Co-ordinator 
At this time only one family member was 
employed - his job was that of a domestic 
worker.

17/2/75 First family member appointed to staff as 
a resource worker.

20/2/75 Petition to Management Committee demanding 
that this Committee manage all aspects of 
Centre program. Committee sets up sub
committee to examine continuation of income 
supplement.

24/2/75 General meeting of family members to consider 
plans for the future as presented in the 
Fifth Progress Report.

27/2/75 Management Committee sets up a sub-committee 
to recommend a new management structure.

3/3/75 General meeting of families to consider con
tinuation of income supplement, at the end of 
the first three years, and how this might be 
achieved. Consensus of this meeting was 
that income supplement should not be con
tinued.
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6/3/75

11/3/75
17/3/75

20/3/75

24/3/75

8/4/75

17/4/75

21/4/75
2/5/75,

5/5/75

7/5/75

13/5/75

Sub-committee on new structure presents 
report to-Management Committee, approved, 
subject to referendum of .families!
Referendum letter to all families.
Two more family^members appointed to staff 
as resource workers.
Results.of referendum. Management structure 
to now consist,of three staff^members, three 
family centre member staff members, three 
family centre members. :This committee to be 
appointed for 12 months and-manage entire 
program.

i Another*family centre member appointed to 
staff.
A series of eight training sessions set up 
by professibnal staff for family members.
Report of sub-committee on income supplement 
.recommends its continuation - report referred 
to Brotherhood of St Laurence Executive.

. Membership of Centre extended:by Co-ordinator.
Election of new Committee, to carry out new 

-management structure. ^
Another family member appointed to staff 
(now one domestic,worker and five resource 
workers).
First meeting of new committee. A standing 
committee structure for carrying out functions 
recommended by Co-brdinator and accepted. 
Management Committee renamed' Family Centre 
Council.
Letter from Executive Director, Brotherhood 
of St Laurence, explaining that no possibility 
,of Brotherhood of. St Laurence: continuing income 
-supplement^ but offering Support to Centre in 
efforts to obtain fuifds *for the purpose elsewhere
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26/5/75 Family Centre* Council.sets up its standing* 
committees - to be itade up of family members, 
professional staff* to act only as resources.
For the first time an outside community group 
requested use of Centre building.
Council begins to think about extension of
membership,. agrees to discuss the idea 6f
community and its electorate.- s

9/6/75 Staff persuaded Council that question of
community and future membership should be *
discussed by full membership.' Council sets
up a,special sub-committee to examine reports
from all resource workers about the future of
their areas at the end of the first three
years of the Project. Council seriously takes
over staff selection and deployment through
its Staffing and Programming standing committee.

23/6/75 General meeting of family members to discuss 
question of community and future membership 
of Centre. Eligibility and criteria for 
future membership decided.
Three more family members appointed to staff.

24/6/75 Camp proposed to reduce growing divisiveness 
between family member staff and non-staff*.

14/7/75 First new family proposed for membership. 
From here on new members were proposed at 
almost every Council meeting.

28/7/75 General meeting to discuss a draft Constitution 
for Council.

5/8/75 Report of sub-committee on the future of  ̂
resource areas accepted.
Professional staff start another eight session * 
training program for family members. ^

22/8/75 Council resolves to change Constitution to 
remove professional staff - resolution pre
cipitated by heated argument over the payment 
of office bearers on Council who were not 
staff members. General meeting to be called 
to consider consitutional change on 18/9/75.



2/9/75 . "Referral, of second,npw family,by a welfare

8/9/75
agency - quota of ten sUth referrals set.
Council decides professional and family 

- member staff should meet separately, rejects 
presence of Co-ordinator at family staff 
meeting.

18/9/75 General meeting to discuss constitutional 
change to remove professional staff from 
Council. Resolution agreed to, notice of 
further motion given which would result in 
removal of all paid staff from Council, includ
ing family members.

22/9/75 Two more family members added to, staff, making
a total of eleven family, members on^staff,. 
Council defines 'low-income' family/ Heed for 
definition arose out .of, one new proposed,family 
as being regarded as too 'well-off^.

24/9/75 Professional staff rejects idea of separate 
staff meetings as divisive.and indicative of 
deteriorating team work. >
Eleventh new family added to membership - very 
few of the new families take part in Centre 
activities.

6/10/75 Separate family.staff meeting requests paper 
on group work from Co-ordinator. Ndme of 
Centre changed to Action and Resource Centre 
for Lowrincdme.Families (A.R.Ĵ .), to fit in with 
new functions in second phase of Projepi.

9/10/75 General meeting to discuss constitutional change 
to remove all paid staff from Council. Motion 
parsed resulted in removal.of so many Council 
members constitution necessitated.dissolution 
of Council, and an entire new election.

20/10/75 New Co-ordinator commences duty.
28/10/75 Draft Contract between Action and Resource 

Centre and the Brotherhood of iSt, Laurence 
completed - referred to Brotherhood of
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Laurence for discussion (the plan for the. 
future had recommended autonomy for the ** 
Action and Resource Centre, the contract was 
designed to achieve this.)

6/11/75 Election of new Council - 19 nominations
received for nine positions - 57 family 
members voted - for the first time pro
fessional staff and volunteers ineligible 
to vote.

w

The most interesting feature of the discussion process which 
resulted in a plan for the future of the Project was that 
the plan stayed intact and suffered only minor modific
ations - modifications which seemed to be dictated by 
emotional needs rather than planning abilities, for example, 
the desire for the original group of 60 families to stay 
intact.
Superficially it appeared that neither the staff or families 
noted that the recommendations paid little attention to the 
power structure within the Centre which would be most 
appropriate to the implementation of the plan. Naively the 
Co-ordinator had hoped that a more co-operative rather than 
competing governing structure would emerge from the very 
nature of the plan and only made vague reference to a Co
ordinating Committee to govern the Centre.1
Throughout the whole discussion period in January 1975, only 
two open references were made to the governing structure of 
the new centre. The first of these was in material dis
tributed to family members by an activist member in which he 
wrote :

s
"How is the Management Committee (which is our Political .
Representative) going to be structured, and what will
be its responsibility?"^ *

1. See "The Family Centre Project - Fifth Progress Report", 
Brotherhood of St Laurence, March 1975, p. 29.

2- Ibid, Appendix E.
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The second' reference was made in one small group discussion 
held* during the last meeting to finalize the pldns*. ^'fhis 
group discussed a possible co-ordinating committee and^ 
suggested it shodld^be composed in the following way : ^

' ' Cne-tbird paid staff ^ ^
6he-third original family members
One-thind new family,members. } -

Despite this apparent lack of attention t;0 ajmapor aspect, qf 
the new plan activists Yn* the Centre were working to ensure 
that the power of the family members w*as maintained and 
extended. TThese moves were directed to family metnbers^baking 
over management functions Currently performed qy.Professional 
Staff. Towards, the end of^the discussion period a petition 
signed*b^ twenty-nine family member^ was foywarded'to, the 
Management Committee meeting On 20/2/75. The petition 
contained the following statement :

"We feel that the Management Committee*sbpuld nq% start 
to represent us, the Family Members, in ail facets of 
the management of the Centre".  ̂ .

The Management Committee picked up'other rathOrJunimpdr^apt 
items in the petition e.gJ that Staff be pequep^ddlto phange 
their meeting times,'"but negledted^to mahe any decisions* 
about extending the control of the Project tq the Management 
Committee.' * f  ̂ ^
The^matter^Whs disdussed St the staif meeting.qn,2^/2/yS as 
part 6$ the-ushaljreppft*trqm the'M§na.g<pmenjb Cp^mitjbee.^ ^n an 
attempt to-abort â  power" struggle between pfbfeseiqnal st.atf 
and family members the Cd-ordinafqr*inttpdugpd theiidp^.of 
co-operation rather than cSmpetition between families* and 
staff. The Co-ordinator suggested that the Centie should 
have only one governing bodymgde up of egua^numberp.^qf 
professional staff Snd family MdmberS, which/wquld manage 
evety aspect of the^Centrer *Thfs idda.^as introduced to the 
next Management Committee meeting Oh 27/2/73'*which responded 
by settipg up a sub-committee.of tvfo.fapily members- and one 
staff*mbmber^tb'&ake recommendations abqgt/anewqfdrm of 

^imanagement±structure. This procpsS resulted.in p completely
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new management structure consisting of 3 professional staff,
5 indigenous 3taff an& 3 family centre members.* ^
The continued devolution of power .from staff to family 
members is discussed in the next section of this report.
The details of the incident are mentioned ip this context 
simply because no mention of the imminent power struggle 
between professional staff and the family members was made 
during general discussions with €he families about the 
plans for the future. Consequently, the plan and the 
modifications suggested by the families which are contained 
in the Fifth Progress Report, gave no hipt of the bid for,, 
power and cohtrol by some family members which was taking 
place behind the scenes^
Perhaps this whole process is a commentary oh the faults of 
planning by experts dnd the imposition of those.plans on the 
poor ho that they will accept goals, set by the planners even 
if those goals are against their own interests.3 Howevpy,

"The acid test of participation with power is when the 
planners cannot prevent proposals which they disapprove 
being put into action."4

This incident is clear evidence that the families have 
attained power in the Centre, and were thus well able to. 
introduce new elements to the plan for the future, elements 
which tad behh deliberately kept implicit.
The r^st of this section of the report deals with the 
modifications to the plan which the families had Openly 
suggested - the slow opening of the Centre to all low-income 
people, the provision of new resources, the sharing of their 
knowledge and skills through social action in the community, 
the employment of family members as staff and t^e con-^ 
tindation of jEha income Supplement.

3. KRAUSE, Elliott A. "Functions of a bureaucratic
ideology: "Citizen participation"" in Social Problems, 
Vol. 16, No. 2, Fall 1968.  ̂ "

4. B&NN, Concetta. "The Family Centre Project" In L^N§BURY,
R\, BRYSON, L B ^ N N ,  C. Social,policy -.^he^new 
frontlets, Victorian Fabian Pamphlet, Novemer 1974.
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MEMBERSHIP. - **' ^
The decision- to gradMlly open up thd-Centr^.by addlh^ Mew 
families frbm their^own netwbrk of friends and* relatives-Was 
nbt, atted upoh immediately; The famiii6s^%mbi^aience ^botrt 
losin^^thbir group- identify of shafih^"thelr^tbSodrcds?and- 
thbirfear*bf takebver is expressed in this^thidineWs^-^The 

w opportunlty^torb^opeh the dischssibn htbse^'wh'en^hpmihatlbns
were called for the election of the new management*cOnf-' *

" mittee. One teehager who had previously been a family
t centre meSttber̂ -and had lost his membership, by^vir'tue of"

^bhahgbs irPhiS tamily structure "wished" tb nominat^.
Up until this time-all decisions about membership'll ad been 
entirely*made by^the professional staff"of the Project ''** 
accordihg^to^a-set of ciiteria-worked out at*the beginhing 
of the^Prdjedt^ Although-the pohitibh^of this'*young mah was 
discussed at a staff meeting with many family centre-members 
present it seemed to be insoluable. The matter was referred 
to the Co-ordinator for decision (a- fairly freqhent'*happen- 
ing when consensus could not be reached). The Co-ordinator 
made the decision, to readmit the ybdng^man* and-that part 
of his family with whom he had contact, in terms of the need 
to extend the membership of the 'Project.5 is' interesting
to note that the memo announcing the decision of the Co- 
ordinatdr did not consult the Management '^Mmitthe but was 
almost a directive to them. This type- bf abtiofiwas

- symptomatic of many staff decisions in the period just
" before staff de'cisibn-making powers were transferred td^the 
^Mahagement Committee. *' * *
It wag almost twoSndhthg after the electibn of--the new 
Management Committee before family centre members freely 
began- to propose hew members. In this*tW6\moRth# the' itta'in 

i ^ptihdiple of membership which was discussed wdŝ ':' is
our community?" * ** *
The questioh of membership and the community from Which'it 
wOhld^^e drawn Was first raised at a Family-"Cenbt§ Cornell

- Meeting (thd new name for the Management Committee) ̂ *dh' 
26/5/75 in response to a question from the Brotherhood of St 
Laurence Executive meeting-. The Council deferred the

5. See memo in Appendix A.
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question until its meeting on 17/6/75. The staff fearful- 
that neither they nor the general membership would hSVe the 
opportunity to take part in this decision discussed the 
matter thoroughly at their staff meeting on 9/6/75.  ̂ They 
deolded to request, the Council to hold a general meeting of 
a^, fajni-ly centre members to discuss tjnis. most important 
question What Is, oup community? or "What is our electorate?" 
^oupcil apprpved this request and a general meeting was held 
on 23/6/75.
A summary of thp general meeting indicated that the member
ship thought the Centre should be for all low-income pppple 
in the Melbourne area and that there should be a difference 
between members and those people who used the facilities of 
the Centre. The Council referred the small group, reportp. 
from the meeting to its Community Relations and Social 
Action standing committee whic^ made the following recom
mendation :

The community we work with shall be : 
low-income gepple; 
families nof individuals;
motivated to take part in the activates and life 
of the Centre^

This recommendation, in its concentration on deprived families 
rather than individuals reflected the original set,of criteria 
laid down by the Brotherhood of St Laurence Social Work Service 
when selecting the original 60 families for the Project.
Through a series of mishaps this recommendation was never 
formally approved by the Council but was informally-accepted 
by both families and staff and subsequently used -as the 
criteria for membership. A membership form6 using these 
criteria was later prepared by a staff,member and used to 
propose nbw members to the Council. As this form contained 
information about the income of the family, the applications

6. Membership Form - See Appendix B.
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for membership were, entrusted to the do-ordin^torl/ ^
These membership moves fpr new membership obvipusly-stilf, 
worried some family members because!,,gpite eoon after, Jtĥ s 
process a camp was proposed at a Council meeting for all 
family members who actively worked in the Centre. The 
purpose of. the camp was to produce cohesiveness between 
active, original,, family members, and to reduce" diyisiye- 
ness between family member staff and other family, members 
who worked in the Centre. ^
At the Council meeting on 14/7/75 the first new family was 
prppbsed for membership. This proposal.encourage^ °ther< 
families and by November 1975, 16 new families h^d,bdep - 
admitted to membership. All but two pf these new families 
were proposed by the original families. The other two were 
proposed by outside welfare agencies.^ After, an, approach 
from a large Melbourne hospital to admit a family ,td member
ship fhe Council decided they would set,a quota of, tab Shch 
families apd worked out a procedure to, introduce thdm to the 
Centre.8 , *
As more and more new families were introduced.,fhe Council 
realized"it^had no definition of low-income,, Tjhe lack of a 
definition was precipitated.at a Council*̂  meeting on 22/^/^5

7. Cdnfidentiality became a.persistant, and realpypblem.in 
the Centre as more and more family members became staff. 
There was a feeling of mistrust about family members 
knowing each others business - a quite unreal feeling 
as they told each other anyway.. Perhaps the, distrust 
stemmed from fear of the written reegrd,

8. These families were home visited by two Council members 
accompanied by the referring person. Criteria for 
membership was discussed with them-and* if theymet these 
criteria they were invited to the Centre. Op fheir 
fir^t visit to the Centre the new family was,accompanied 
by a Council member.who had seen them at home. This
^Council member introduced them to,other families,in,, 
the Centre. For a few weeks the dounpil meipb,er ensured 
the new family was not neglected.



by the proposal of a new family, one of whose members was 
an activist in the lodal community. In ah attempt €d ek-' 
elude this person from the Centre some Council members 
claimed he Wds '-too well off'. Fears"of being takhp bVer, 
by outside interests were eventually dispelled and th^  ̂
following definition was approved :

"That lov?-income, be self-defined by the person applying 
to join and by being a member of the network of a*  ̂
family who is already a member of the Project, ahd 
people referred by outside agencies."

The very words of the definition spell out the heavy in^ut 
of the professional staff on the Council. At* the sdme 
meetihg it was decided that a family could propose as many 
new families as* they wished.
The only other significant fact about extension of the 
membership of the Project during this period is fhe adtuhl 
involvement' of the new members in the life of the Project.
Apart ftom casual involvement in social functions ohl^ three 
of the seventeen new families became actively involved! ih 
Project affairs. This factor worried the Council to the 
extent that on 2/9/75 they asked the Staffing and Program
minĝ  Standing Committee to consider the appointment of^a 
'link-up' family member to the staff before thO^eAd Of the 
year to involve new members. Eventually such an appointment 
was made; two family members were each appointed on a half
time basis, one to work wifh adults ahd one to work with 
adolescents.
These facts about the gradual extension of the membership 
sedm to indidate that it would not have occurred but for the 
heavy expert input and encouragement of the professional staff.

SHARING &E$OURCES AND S,KILLS AND SOCIAL ACTION
The development of new resources for poor people within the 
Centre Required an*assessment of existing resources, this 
assessment consumed a great deaf of time and effort within 
the Cehtre. On the 26/5/75 each resource worker wa^ asked 
by the Council to write a pajder on his resource area and to
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give his opinion about the desirability of continuing it. 
The need for this assbsemeht was "engendered* by-a blScussioh' 
of the Project's future plans by the Brotherhood of St 
Laurence Executive which commented on thê  undesirability of 
duplicating resources which already existed in the com
munity.
The resource papers were referred by the Council to a 
special sub-committee set up on 9/6/75 which was requested 
to recommend'qn the viability of each fesource area'. THê  
sub-comhittde submitted a lengthy report MiiCh-Viewed the 
problem From th^'point of vie^ of establishing d Rdsdurce 
Unit.in i.976. The principled^ goals add criteria foi^the 
Resource 0nit9 êr<e laid down^ahd an opihioh expressed on 
the need to continue the existing rdsbUrce areast ^
In the viev? of the sub-committed resource areas- to bd 
continued were :

Employment
Social Securitŷ g ^ i
Budgeting'and Credit Counselling
Children's Services - (a) Skills learning-program,

- (b) Child-minding,
- (by^Holiday Hosts. '

Adolescent Program *  ̂ ' '
' ' . , ' 4

Sbcial Activities'^
Resource areas to be discontinued,-'becauSe^they oVeflapped 
other ekistiing Community services were :v .* " - '* - j,

Health
Legal
Housing

9. See Appendix C.
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j^esogrce areas to be considered, ŝ ere- 
{^Transport 
Home Management 
Acquit Education.

Thppe recommendations were accepted by thp Council on  ̂ ^
5/Q/?5^^which meant this whole proqess hpd t3%ph'a^mpp€ 
thrge n̂ pnths. Since that date no effo^t^has?been made^to. 
introduce new resource areas and second thpugHts are well ; 
un,depr way abput the areas w&iph it* was suggested sh.ould  ̂
be discontinued.10 On 5/11/75 Council decided that the 
Housing and Health resource areas should be reconsidered* and 
asked the relevant workers tq submit.further papers.
In terms of their physical facilities, the building etc, the 
Council moved much more quickly to share its^resources.
Early in April a request was received from a Housing group 
for use of a meeting room. This was the first,of many 
requests for such facilities, all of which were granted.
Requests for use of the child-minding facilities, the Bulk 
Food store and some typing help for a self-help group were 
.ai*sO'readily,agreed to.
The only ot^er development of resources was in the employ
ment area. A self-help employment service available to any 
low-income unemployed person to assist other low-income 
people was designed by the employment resource worker. He 
sought extra funds for a six month pilot, program from the 
Brotherhood of St Laurence, was granted them, and the 
service .began during November. An earlier proposal to piQ- 
vide a Trade Instructor in the workshop/garage to,assist 
people to learn new marketable skills also reached finality 
during this period through the work of the Co-ordinator and ^
the employment resource workers. *

*

10. This is not unrelated to the vested interests of the 
employees involved.
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There are many ways in which the slow development.of*nbw 
resources in this period can be viewed.. It can be seen as* 
careful planning, as evidence of the rigidity of family 
centre members, or as an indicator of their reluctance" to 
$hare their resources with other low income people. Perhaps 
it was a mixture of all these factors complicated even 
further by the predictable length of time it took for the 
new Council to acustom itself to the full responsibility of 
managing the entire Project and by the fact much of the 
planning work in this area was carried out by family centre 
members.
The sharing of the skills and knowledge obtained in the 
Project with the community generally, and with low-income 
people in particular, has always been a feature of phe 
Project. Originally talks and papers in the community werP 
given only by the professional staff and all arrangemehts 
made through the Co-ordinator. This began tp phange during 
1974 as family members gained confidence and were,prepared 
to sharp their special knowledge with other people.
During the first two years of the Project media contact,with 
the families was actively discouraged to prevent "labelling 
and stigmatization of the families. Gradually family 
members were encouraged to attend meetings where the sthfif 
were speaking and quite soon were actively speaking for 
themselves. Nevertheless selection of families" and .arrange
ments were all still made through professional staff members.
This situation continued until the appointment of the new 
Family Centre .Council in May 1975. For. a while speaking 
engagements and media contacts continued to be made through 
professional staff members and in fact they almost con
sciously used these arrangements to maintain some of the 
power lost to them through the new management structure. 
Somehow, at staff meetings when these matters wete dis
cussed, the arrangements were made without thought of 
referral to the Council and as an afterthought the Council 
would be informed. At the end of July the Co-ordinator 
began to deflect all such calls and correspondence to the, 
Chairman of the Council and consciously reminded staff it 
was not their responsibility to make these arrangements.
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After this the only conflict which occured was around a 
specific Request for a professional speaker for a professional 
seminar; the organisers refused to accepl members of- the 
'client' group. This occasion presented a perfect opportuiiity 
to point out that there were sonfe professional skills which 
had not been transferred to family centre members, if* indeed 
they wanted them. A special paperl! was written by the Co
ordinator and presented to the Council meeting. Un
fortunately, this paper did not produce the conflict 
situation which the Co-ordinator intended and w?as meekly 
accepted. The Co-ordinator had planned to antagonise thd 
Council so much with this paper that the Council would Use 
it as a vehicle to exert their power and to establish the 
boundaries of tR&ir management functions.
Whilst the struggle over speaking and media engagements was 
taking place, those family centre members employed in the 
various resource areas were slowly joining and beedming 
active in community gtoups associated with their area of 
knowledge and work. Family centre members joined the 
Housing Commission Tenants Union!2, Shelter, the Community 
Consumer Co-operative, the NOW Centre in Coburg and other 
relevant self-help organisations.
The^Family Centre Council on 20/5/75 realizing the import^ 
ance of these groups in imparting knowledge and taking part 
in^social action requested its Community Relations and 
Social Action Standing Committee to timetable on the notice 
board in the Cehtre all important community meetings and to 
see they were attended.
Ip was sometimes difficult to know whether family centre 
workers joined these groups on their own initiative through 
their work cohtacts, were encouraged to join by the Family 
Centre Council initiative or whether they were encouraged to 
do so by the professional people who taught them their

11. See Appendix D.
12. Negotiations are currently underway to house the 

H.C.T.U. in the Centre Building.
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expertise.Certainly theTre-aofe ^nown instances ol all *. 
these situations. The way in which these people joined 
community groups is probably irrelevant:, th^^imporS^bt fact 
is t%hy bpgan to join anil are doing so incfea^in§Yy^Perhdps 
the most significant fact tp note is that very fey family 
centre members, with some notably exceptions, jpined* 'such'** 
groups until tpey were'^aptually employed in the Centre.,
It is difficult to separate the imparting of 4cnowled^e* and 
skills from social action endeavours. However, Some clear 
Oxamplps of 'joining other community grogps in social actidn 
apd^pf"Separate Bamily'^Centre initiatives do exist. Family 
Centre members Have taken part in 'pfot'eSf demonstrations 
about the delivery of Social Service Benefits, about^the  ̂
inadequacy of child care arrangements in this State, and 
about Housing CditmisSion treatment of ldw^income^tamilibS^ 
Within the Centre d great deal of media contact arc&Rd*$he 
unemployed hs ''bludgers and dole cheats' was made.i4' 
Another important initiative (half-way between: imparting 
knowiedgeLand social action) was that the Social Security^ 
resource worker was requested to write* a pamphlet for the' 
Department*of Social Security w&ich C0urld*be?lssued to low- 
inbbme people*. This pamphlet has' already been'distrlbuted 
tp yoluntary^agencies by the Department"of Social Security 
ahdris written in such a way that if Is perfect!^ ole&r,' 
simple and understandable to beneficiaries.
During the last election Campaign, opportunities fof social 
actidn weip gained by requests thrpugh the Brotherhood* of- 
St Laurence by Mr. Mt Fraser and Mr. E). chipp to visit tie 
Centfe? and. by an internal campaign to registel all 
family cehtre "members on the electoral roll.15

13. It should be remembered that the method-of transferring 
skills used ±H the Centre wps to place a- family Centre 
member worker alongside a professional worker for some 
time before*they worked alone.

14. See Appendix E - The first press release issued by the 
Family Centre as distinct frditt the Brotherhood of sf 
Laurence. "

15. It will be no surprise to people familiar with low-income 
gropps that very few of them actually vote. This may be 
a function of housing mobility but is more likely to be 
an expression of hopelessness and feelings of lack of 
power to affect decisions.
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The first family centre member to-be employed in the Project 
,̂ as a domestic worker. Although the staff had frequently 
discussed,the idea of indigenous workers, they were of. the 
opinion that family members were not yet skilled enough* 
for the task. Consequently the employment of a family 
member as the domestic worker did not arise out of any high- 
minded principle of participation. He was employed simply 
because the staff establishment was increased to include 
such a person. During a staff meeting when the duties and 
responsibilities of a domestic worker were being discussed a 
staff member observed that many of the family centre members 
did have the required skills for this job and suggested they 
should be encouraged to apply for the job when it; was 
advertised in the daily newspapers. In other words family 
members were not to be excluded irom applying for €he job 
but they were to take their chances in the open market.
Several family members applied for the job and the selection 
of one of them was no accident. Neither was it an accident 
that a teenage male was chosen for the position. The Co
ordinator realized the participatory potential of employing 
a family member and wanted to utilize the opportunity of 
breaking down sex role and 'young people' prejudices within 
the Centre.
This appointment was also different in another way. For the 
first time the Co-ordinator requested the Management Com
mittee to provide one of their members to assist in the 
selection proqess. Previously it had been common practice 
for the Co-ordinator to ask a relevant professional worker 
to assist her in the task of selecting new staff. At this 
time of course all hiring and firing of staff was the 
responsibility of the Co-ordinator. This procedure con
tinued .until the new Family Centre Council appointed a 
Programming and Staffing Committee (which met for the first 
time on 9/6/75) one of whose responsibilities was to appoint 
a selection panel for each new staff appointment.
The notion of appointing Family Centre members to the staff 
as a participatory device gathered momentum during the 
period of discussion of the future plans in January 1975.
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It.wag clear bhat somq family members understood this device 
and approved qf it. However/ it should be noted fhat some 
did hot approve then and still do not approve/ As there was 
a vacancy in the professional staff establishment at this 
time the staff decided to employ another family centre 
member and tq fill all future vacancies with family members. 
At this time only two clear guidelines were laid downy 
firstly/ that a family member should be involved in the 
worker's selection and secondly the family member worker 
should be placed under the supervision of a professional 
wotker.
During the period covered by this report twelve family 
members were employed in the Centre!" and only 6he of them 
had found the task distasteful (unfortunately the male 
teenager).^ A list of these workers, their dates of employ
ment and their tasks are. contained in Appendix F/ It will be 
noted that seven of them were appointed before the Co
ordinator's, role as employer was abrogated.
The theqretical and operational implications of thb employ
ment of indigenqus, workers are so important that a separate 
sectioh of this report is devoted tQ a discussion of th'am.
In terms of*the families' wishes for the futdre fhat the 
Centre should bq staffed by family members they were well on 
the wqy to,being fulfilled before the second 'phase of the 
Project. Indeed budget plans lor the period Japuafy-June 
1976 were based on the employment of only two professionals.
The families efforts to continue the income supplement were 
not sq successful and perhaps these two aspects of income 
Security are not unrelated.
It will be remembered that in discussing plans for the 
future the families thought that the income supplement 
should cpntinuq for the next phase^of the Project so that 
family members could work in the Centre and tne^community 
without the pressure of inadequate income. Although there 
certainly was no consensus on this view (some regarded the 
income supplement as a 'crutch') it was supported by a 
strong lobby apd was mentioned in the petitibn to the 
Management Committee presented on 20/2/75.

16. Two more family members î ere appointed two weeks after 
the period covered by this Report. It;Should be noted 
that most of these jobs were part-time/ (See Appendix F.)
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The Reaction of thp Management Committee to the.petition'was 
to se.b, up a special sub-committee to examine tkctics fpr the 
continuation of incQmp supplement. At the same'timb a 
meeting of families to consider the administration of ipepme 
supplement had been planned for some weeks and was tp'take* 
place op 3/3/75. The administrator of the income Supplement 
seeing 'the main phance' astbtbly turned this meeting lpto a 
discussion of the future of inc&me supplement. It is inter
esting. that attendance was poor at this meeting and those 
who did attend expressed the opinion that ihcpme supplement 
should be terminated at the end of the year. In an attempt 
to have a more representative opinion expressed on the sub
committee the Co-ordtnatdr suggested that thb sub-committee 
should.be chosen from the general me&ting gather phan con
sist of the 'lobbyists' selected by the Management Com
mittee. This suggestion was very firmly rejetted by the 
Management Committee - an interesting little 'power play'.
The sub-committee took over two months to report back to 
the Management Committee.17 One speculation is that the 
employment of family members took the 'steam' out of the 
income security argument. Another is that it took some time 
to find the professional help which the very Words of the 
r.eport indicate was obtained - low-income, people just do not 
use phrases like 'workers for change' or 'guaranteed* ipcome'. 
In any case the report was little more thap a well-af$ued 
dep)apd for the continuation of income supplement.
The sub-committee report was referred to the Brotherhood of 
St L,aurence Executive. The Executive Director replied on 
9/^/7513 that he understood the cdse which the sub-committee 
had presented, but the Brotherhood of St Laurence had never 
guarantee^ the income supplement for.more than three years 
and that the families understood this. He then suggested 
various ways in which the Family Qentfe Project as an 
autonomous body might find the punds po continue the income 
supplement. He also suggested that 'jobs for the poor' 
might be a desirable alternative to iKcome supplement'.
At this point any activity in the Project abouh income 
supplement ceased. The reasons for the cessation of this

17. Report is contained in Appendix G.
18. See Appendix G.



activity are probably related to two^ajor factors^ firstly 
more family members were employed in'the Project and-"less-^ 
family members were in receipt of the income supplement.
The change in the number of families receiving income - 
supplQmeQt^between February and November 197$ (the period 
covered, by this report) is quite significant, the numbers, 
had exactly,halved.^,In the month of February an ayerage of
18 families/wepk had received income supplement whilst in 
the mopth oh November this had been'r^duced to ah average of
19 fnmilhe^/weekJ In case this change is thought* to be,a 
seasonal.one it should be, noted that in the ypry month the. 
sub-committee presented*their report (May) an" average of 34 
families/week received income supplement'whilst '18 fdpfilies/ 
week received income supplement during the month of Octobei'. 
-In fact since the collection of figures concerning income 
Supplement;began in March 1974, there has beeh a sldw, but 
steady decline in the number of families whp,received it. 
This decline qannot be only^attribuhecito the ihcpme"- ** 
supplement program, During this period the Australian" 
Government made significant increases in the pension -add 
benefit rates. However there is still enough evidence* to 
suggest,that one of the objeptives of the ^Project had been 
attained - that, indeed it is possible for poor .families tq 
change their.economic condition, given adequate "resdiitCes.
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* * * * * * *

This section has attempted to.present the processes involved 
in implementing the plans ior the future which the families 
themselves preSegted when discussing the Co-ordinator's 
ideal plan. The evidence collected suggests that this 
interim.,phase between the old and the new Project has been 
full of exciting change and movement. It is petHads dis
appointing that plans for the establishment of the Resource 
and Sopial Action Units are,still in theip ipfancy but no 
doubt this,interim phase has prepared the ground.
The next section of this report is a discussion of the two 
most important innovations that took place during this 
period. They are the introduction.of indigenous workers and 
the,devolution of, power from.the^professiopal.staff to the 
family centre members. It is during this period that the 
families assumed formal control of the Project's affairs and 
became the policy-makers for every aspect of the Project.
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SECTION, 111 : IMPORTANT INNOVATIONS 
INDIGENOUS WORKERS
The American anti-poverty progtam literature abounds with 
references to indigenous workers working in participatory 
Community Action organisations. Their role, function; 
characteristics and training are described at length. It has 
been difficult to find a description of a program, like the 
Family Centre Project which has revolved around the slow 
change over from a fully professionalized program to an 
action program mainly staffed and controlled by its partic
ipants.
The processes which have taken place during this changeover 
provide interesting insights into the relationships between 
professional and indigenous workers and poses critical 
questions about the motivation of policy-makers who are 
moving* towards the employment of indigenous workers in 
welfare programs.
In looking at the last of these two issues it is necessary 
to return to the original aims of the Brotherhood of St 
Laurence in starting the Family Centre Project. The basic 
assumption underlying the Project was that poverty was 
caused by the nature of the institutional structure of 
society and not by personal defects located in particular 
individuals. It was realized that improving the agency's 
services concentrated on the inadequacies of the poor 
instead of the social institutions which created poverty. A 
program was required which would provide opportunities 
through participation for the poor to enable them to gain 
power, not only to escape from poverty but to help achieve 
significant social changes which would eliminate poverty
from society.19
From this point of view the strategy of the employment of 
indigenous workers can be seen as a participatory device in 
an action program to help build up a new political force to

19. DUBEY, Sumati. "Community action programs and citizen 
participation: issues and confusions" in Social 
Work, Vol. 15, No. 10, January 1970.
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bring^-about,.s*opfal change.. Or more siptplŷ  indigenous 
workerŝ ,- provided they a.re no,t 4bdggdd,*do\^,^i^ der̂ ide'** *' 
delivery,r$gipjdr$ona^.crisis ,ip,t,erYenti*gn,,. cgn'^e '.significant 
change agents in their own commugi.fy. ,Y *' . .. '
It has^beqn said that t^e employment of indigeppus.workers 
is-j-reailyr,eocoption, a more subtle form of soplajL. Control, 
and,that ft - ' ' '

* ' -  , s ^  S.' .t "attempts,to defuse potentially $xplosive,opponehts by 
fincorporating them into the,structure pf the organ
isation, of the system, which they oppose and, inducing 
them to identify with and subject themselves to the 

" rewards and-punishments which thp,organisationbestows."20 V? - ^
This argument continues logically with fhe proposition that 
such programs divert concern away from fnstitutiohal change, 
and maintains the status quo. The history outlined above of 
the Family Centre Council's attempt to force-,the Brotherhood 
of St Laurence to continue, the incomp supplement-,'t^nds. to' 
support this argument. How- much, conflicf^wopl^, hav^been 
pngbhdered in the Project if fbe indigepope workers pfdgram 
had not been introduced and the income supplement'terminated?
It is* true 'that working in paid employment in the, ve^lfaie 
system,does give.people a stake in maintaining thaC system, 
and indeed within -the Centre co-option,was„a^.real^fprce^ 
against change. For example fhe, resistance,,of, some family 
membei Staff when the constitutional, change to removp^fheiA 
from'the* Family Centre Counpil wa^ proposed. However, with 
regard to external change in t&e-community this^argumeni 
neglects the objectives of th§.Family,Centrp Project which 
are clearly directed towards institutional change in society. 
T&d Very notion of the Action Unit in the new three yeap 
plan belies any idea of being diverted from attempts to 
change* society.

20. STATMAN, Jim. "Community mental health as a pacification 
program" in ANGEL, Jerome (Ed.) The radical 
therapist, Ballantine Books, New York, 1971,
p. 210-218.
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The realisation that helping with personal problems can 
cloud the vision of a world*without poverty and the need 
lor instithtidnal^chhnge, is^contained in the following 
statement of one family member ^

"Regarding the personal problems, this has happened- 
over tiie last few weeks. Had I had time to think about 
it, I would not have got as involved as I did, there 
was np-one else available. It was not proper work.
There were a lot of lessons to be learnt. You.can' get 

. tbo bogged down. I fully intend recofding^-whet. I have 
learnt."21

The question can still be asked why indigenous workers are 
employed and not just professionals who think in terms of 
institutional change. There is still the nagging thought 
that 'jobs for the poor' is just another alternative to 
financial aid or the income supplement.
Many, and varied reasons are given by experienced program 
directors for their preference in employing poor people to 
help .other poor people change society. The,most important 
reason, is of ̂'bourse, that participation in welfare*programs, 
or any* other program which affects a person's life, is his 
right. This right is acknowledged by most directors of 
participatory programs for poor people. Assuming this basic 
fenent, perhaps the next most common argument is that such 
employment opens up new career opportunities for unskilled 
people who, with some in-service training, and thb possibility 
of a career ladder, can become upwardly mobile escaping, 
poverty altogether. A frequent addition to this argument is 
that thO indigenous worker acts as a 'bridge^ or mediator 
between the agency and the poor community.
Berman and Haug argue that the bridging function of indigenous 
workers is short-lived as they soon become contaminated by 
the status and power of their positions and loose identity 
with their own community. They say :

". . . if upward movement on the career ladder is taken

21. Verbatim Staff Minutes, 20/10/75.
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seriously, the community bridging function may beendangered."22

Other author^ feel this does not matter, that the indigenous 
worker does not need to identify with the poor so long as he 
rpmains committed to their causes.
Another common argument for the value of indigenous workers 
.is that they are mqre in touch ??ith and more sensitive to 
the life styles of poor people, understand their value 
systems, and consequently can produce more innovative 
solutions to the problems of poor people and identify their 
needs more adequately. Some authors claim that co-operation 
between 'like and like' is one of the values of low-income 
groups and that poor people are thus more accessible to 
indigenous workers.
Looking at these two arguments, from the Project experience, 
reveals some interesting differences. It has not been 
evident that the indigenous workers have lost their identity 
with the families by virtue of their employed etatua - some 
have been tempted but have been taught to continually look 
into themselves for such changes, that to lose their identity 
is not necessarily desirable. This lesson has been re
inforced by the fact that there is no career ladder in the 
Project - all indigenous workers are employed at the same 
level and at the same rate of pay. One or two people have 
been tempted to move to other jobs in the welfare field but 
on the whole do not yet feel they have gained enough ex
perience. If status and power have influenced the identity 
of family members it has not been through their employment 
but through their positions in the management structure of 
the Project. This will be discussed in a later section of 
this report.
There is no doubt that indigenous workers understand the 
value systems of other poor people better than do middle- 
class professionals. Two instances of difference in value 
systems are illustrated below.

22. BERMAN, G. and HAUG, M. "New careers : bridges or 
ladders" in Social Work, July 1973.
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The following verbatim exchange between staff and* family 
members took place at a staff meeting on 5/5/75 : *

1st F.C.M. : Generally on Friday nights the whble
staff have been involved with helping *to 
run the night and on Friday the Committee 
was flatout with the supper, and it did 
leave gaph. It was pretty bad**with so 
many children. It made it very difficult 
to keep control. We could not contain 
people in the hall. The supper hdd to 
be brought up from the kitchen^

Staff member: I think it is very difficult to expect
young children to be in this environment 
and for it to go smoothly.

2nd F.C.M. : How many people will come when you ^
cannot take children?

1st F.C.M. : I don't think you can bar the kids.
Staff member: It was a bun fight.
1st F.C.M. : If parents want to bring their kids,

good on them. The parents have to be 
responsible.

Co-ordinator: There are a couple of sets of values
floating around. One is the middle- 
class value of children not going to 
evening outings, and one is the value of 
the families taking the kids wherever 
they go. If that is what they wdnt; 
that is what they should have. They 
should be responsible for their own 
children.

The second instance concerned the Management Committee's 
request to the staff to stop sexual activity between teen
agers in the Centre. The discussion ranged over a period of 
two weeks and was never resolved because the staffdid not

a.

§

*
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regard 'petting' as harmful sexual activity and refused to 
inhibit the teenagers., The family Members View was quite, 
different,^althoggh they seemed afiaid^to intervene (which 
was nob surprising in view of the violent Behaviour of some 
teenagers towards the adult family centre members). The 
important difference in values was that staff regarded the 
behaviour of the teenagers as purely experimental an<3 the 
family members regarded it a^ harmful behaviour and resented 
the Staff ^laughing at them'.
However, one important factor is always left out of these 
discussions about the different values of professionals and 
low-income people. This factor Is the actual/preSjshbe of 
two sets* of values in the same setting. This ddeS not 
always lead to conflict but can present all involved, 
particularly^dhildren, with phe opportunity to Select.'and 
choose their*own valhes from both sets presented to* inem.
It also represents*one of the most important learning ex
periences for young professionals. It, is One thing to read 
about different yalue systems and it is^yet Another to work 
with^thepi. Facing"a different valid system each day also 
forces people to examine their own value System^ dn& some
times dhange it1 Professionals too ban still learn.*
Another important element in the employment of indigenous 
workers is''the way in which it helps them* to personally 
develops certainly*it provides all the mechanises fol 
developing* social competance, and, if %prk is supervised, 
the oppofthnity for-self-awareness and protectidn against 
'projection'ithe old bugbear of casework. Above dll' is the 
notion of the- 'helper^ principle.23 This^is the concept 
that people who help others often prdfit more themselves, 
this "is thought to particularly apply tb loW-inbomd pdbpie. 
To quote Riessman* :

". . . the initial Helping role may be furnishing 
minimal help to thd recipient, but may bd highly 
beneficial to the helper, who in turn becomes more 
efficient, better motivated, and reaches a new stage in 
helping skill."

23. RlESSMAN, Frank. "The 'helper' therapy principle" 
in Social Work, Vol. 10, NC. 2.
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TRe idea qf tRe helping principle has not been los,t on  ̂
family, member wor^rsj,, ge&tainly they Know tRey ^ebl ^effer 
if they are helping.others,apd they do learn from *fhê .ex- 
peifehce. As one family member^worKer said a€,a^^c^nt , 
ŝ taff meeting  ̂ * . - , „ ^

"Sdmetimes you.have to,,hold a^persons hand to learn, 
something yourself* I learnt tRis a few wpeks^ago 
about one particular problem and the sorts of*thipgs^I 
should never do. I would not Rave learnt thisif I had 
not held his hand."24

s-  ̂ *Above ill,the experience of the^Projeqt has,indicated tRaf 
family members working in a helping occupation*'ephanpes jthe 
self-image o.f low-income persons: it provides them.witR
psychological "support', and'they themselyes report considers 
abfe satisfaction in the,, job."25 There have been, noticeable 
differences in the pqnfidence of*many people working in the 
Project particularly In men.with'previous bad employment 
records. One &a.ffib,u"lat family member' has changed from a 
very shy person unable tb speak in public into^a confident 
public speaker ab.le to address a meeting, of several^hundred 
people. Before she Regan forking in,the Project such an 
experience would have been quite* impossible for this woman.
One of the negative personal aspects for the indigenous 
worker is what Riepsman26 describes as role ambiguity or 
lack,of role identity. He become^, a highly marginal person ** 
no,longer a member of the poor community nor a professional 
welfare.worker. Riessman claims that/tRis r^Le ambiguity 
produces anxiety and, canjbe^educed by. phasingtof tasks;, 
developing group support and providing specific ttalninq^
The professionals iRthe^Broject predicted a high level qf 
anxiety in the indigenous workers and introduced all.the 
mechanisms described by Riessman. The result was certainly 
to allay the anxiety of the marginal position of the worker 
but also produced a massive anti-professional"Kickback.

24. Verbatim Staff Meeting Minutes - 7/7/75.
25. BRAGER, George. "The indigenous worker : a new approach

to the social work teghniciap" in Social.Work,
Vol. 10, No. 2..

26. RIESSMAN, Op. Cit.
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Anti-professipnalism is just one stage in the development of 
the Project's indigenous workers. There are many stages in 
this development and all are related to the relationship 
between the professionals and the family member workers. 
Certainly the relationship between the two groups did change 
drastically end is indicated in the following quotes from 
family members at staff meetings. ^

t? 2/6/75 : "It did give the.clients greater access to
staff. About twelve months before we started 
people talked about a staff member who would 
never smile. Everyone is equal Kqfe now."

24/9/73: "There is a division. You can feel the
difference between professional staff and me. 
There is a big* division^. I don't think they 
have it in their guts yet that we are taking 
over. They don't think we can do our job 
properly."

In summary the various learning stages are set out below and 
will be used es one concept in the development of a partic
ipation continuum id a future study. It should not be 
assumed that family member workers moved through these 
developmental stages in a simple forward progression. Some 
workers spent long periods of time 'fixed\ in one,§tdge, 
others moved backwards and forwards through the various 
stages, Others showed elements of several stages at the one 
time:? and some skipped certain stages. However, all these 
Stages of development, are, or have been, evident in the 
work of family member staff.

STAGES IN ,THE DEVELOPMENT OF INDIGENOUS WORKERS^- ' ' " "
1. IMPOSITION - Professional knowledge is imposed on

family worker who passively accepts^ 
these ideas.

INVOLVEMENT - Professional Supervises family Worker
who becomes involve dL-in learning skills.

3. SLAVISH COPYING  ̂ Professional used as- a model by,
- * v family worker. Professionals vested\vith
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a level of knowledge and authority that, 
bv association^ makes family Worker feel 
powerful^. Family worker attempts^to* 
work as a professional, identifying 
completely. * *

4. EXPLORATION - Family worker begins to understand'the
inadequacy of professional knowledge and 
skills. He finds his priorities are 
different from that of the* professional 

T< worker.
5. REBELLIOUSNESS - Family worker attempts to define

his role and achieve higher status. 
Professional's response is to doubt 
family worker's real ability. Strong 
anti-professional expression from family 

 ̂ worker who rejects supervision.
6. DISCRIMINATION - Family worker selects the knowledge

and skills he wishes to obtain from the 
professional - begins to emerge as an 
independent worker. Professional 
responds by desperately looking for new 
skills to teach the family worker.

7. - COLLABORATION - Family worker develops his own new
ideas and concepts, he produces in
novative solutions to old problems. 
Professional respects his competence.and 
ability and responds as a consultant or 
resource rather than a supervisor or 
teacher. They work co-operatively.

Although it may'sound paternalistic these stages Of develop
ment are not unlike those of the social development of a 
child, perhaps it is wise to remember that .the: depressed 
life style i&nclpding the^bad nutrition and education) of 
many low-income people does stunt social development. It does 
not seem too far fetched to speculate that being freed from 
ipaecuri^y, many of, these people have been enabled.to con
tinue their social development.
At,the end of- the first three year phase of the Project most 
family member workers were somewhere between phases five and



seven id, theif* peVelopmeht aswOrkfers, in tbe, Proyecjt.* , 
Rebellidusnesg qhd ̂ regection of professionals 4s^yery 
evident* in'the fd^^pwinp quotation from ver^at^m^&taff 
minutes :  ̂ * V,

6/5/75 : A professional staff member reporting on a' meeting with,another egehpy sjai^: "Someoneasked her (a family member), if she wasgoing to start a family centre^ how she would go about starting it. She said '1 wouJLdn.'t employ any social workers'."

23/9/7?:
1st Professional : I wonder if there is a tendency

of professional staff to gpnfribute their 
experiences; do you See this as a'feeling on 
our part that, you canriot do*the jobF

1st Family worker : I think it is good if-people show 
me things. s * "

2hd. F%miiy worker Isn't it pun plaqe<tq join the "* " professionals? We cap't divide* oursê Lves.
2nd, professional : The way the,problem is coming

out in this discussion it looks-as though 
professional staff cannot do.the right thing 
either^ Way. If we keep a distends you say we 
ate dividing,: and,if we become,involved you 
feel we are taking over.

3rd Family worker : Family members are helping,create
this division^. Weh§ve excluded professional 

' staff from Council.
2nd Family worker It is family members and family 

J member staff who are^creating this.
On the other hand the need for professional expertise was 
being acknowledged^tqwards th# end of̂  the,period under 
consideration* T^e Council deciaioh that the^holiday host
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program could only be administered lay a pro,fpesional. social 
worker 1376/79) and*€He request of tHe'^amily member staff 
for a ^pecial^ paper .from the Co-ordinatoy oh the fpncpions 
of a  group"worker {6/10/75) hre both evidence of discrimi
nation and ability to know their own limitations.
This discu'hbion has been concerned with the relationship 
"between the professional and family member workers in the 
Rroject.-̂  It has beeh hypothesized'thjat this relationship is 
not static^. but has been evolving and ̂ hanging since the 
first family member was employed in October 1974, and had 
reached the stage by November 1975 whereby some family 
members are quite capable of staffing and managing the 
Project so that it achieves its aim of social,.change for 
low-income people.

THE DEVOLUTION OF GROWER
Most discussions of anti^poverty programs in America state 
that a vital feature of participation fs the involvement of 
the poor*in planning, policy-making, and program operation. 
This pattern of participation is usually eulogised, and it 
is often gravely stated that it is very rare andperhaps 
impossible, -particularly In the light* of €be vested interests 
of agencies/and-professionals.
Since the beginning of this .year the family members have 
attained this privileged*position, although, as the follow
ing process .account*will indicate, not Without difficulty.
At the time of writing the process Of taking over the above 
-functions.had just been completed. The Family Centre 
Council not only completely manages the Project, but is now 
composed only of family members who are not workers. A 
recent general meeting of the families,passed a constitutional 
Amendment which prohibited anyone *empld^ed by the Project 
from acting as a member of the managing body, this amendment 
included family member workers. To refer back to the ability 
Of indigenous people tb'pose innovative sdlutions to difficult 
problems, this amendment was suggested by* a family member 
and not a member of the professional staff.
The importance of the Project's-management structure to the 
objective of social Change has always been a difficult
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concept for people outside the project tp fully understand, 
'ft isi3t*Lx*yhsy* ib is remembered, that, t&e, Prp jdct/ha% always 
been regarded as a micro community that it becomes relevant. 
If f&e family member can underpf3ud-aud?participate^ t&e 
politics of the Project then.be-.iŝ mpre* able tp understand 
and-participate in the politics of the macro, commppityJ The 
ipvolveipept in the management structure of thq Project ̂ has- 
taught family members about elections, lobbying^ manipul- 
atiop, petitions, committee procedure and aboye 
dynamics^qfpower^ He will carry this knowledge wfth, &im, 
for t&e rest, of his life and*hopefuliy will cqmmunicate^it, 
to others like himself - in*pffect it is^part^of 3̂ cop^ 
sciousness raising^exercise not unlikp that of Friere-fn t&e 
literacy area. ^
Charles Lpyy,2? in an important article on pafticipatipp-, 
denies th&t change can be achieved by institutional-partici
pation because participants by definition are operating 
within t&e framework.of existing institutional.objectives. 
Levy claims that to be effective partipipantp^mugt-generate 
power,outside the agency, for example, by, setting- up^welfare 

-?̂ rights- organisations. In most s-ituatioue &CYy'a commt^uf^ 
woufds&emopt accurate;but in an organieutio^w&o^^.stated 
aims are social change,^a definite and?wpll organise^^ ,  ̂
structure may well assist these aims.

"  ̂̂  ̂ t ^
tin February of this year the management structure of fhe  ̂
(Project ponsietpd of ,3, Management Cqmmiftbe^-comppsed^df 
eight* family-members, qne staff member, an&.CQ^ vplnnteet-^ 
The function of the Management Committee was to manage the 
activities in the Project including by this time*, "the budget 
set aside for activities. All other^aspects of,the Project 
were managed by the Co-ordinator in conjunction-%ith the 
professional staff - these included staffing, membership, 
controlj&f building and facilities, and liaison with the 
Brotherhood of St Laurence, apd^other agencies,,,
The 'future plan' discussions held in February fhis^year 
sparked off a real lobby which,wap quite determined to gain 
..control,ofothe,Project., The st^ff capitalized pp^thfs lobby 
and suggested a single managing body fqr the Project to the

^27. LEYYr^^Charles. "Pqwer through participation: fhe royal 
road to social change" in^ Social Work, Vpi. 15,
No. 3.
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Manhgement Committee. In no time at all a sub-committpe* had 
beeri formed tb make recommendations about a new structure
The sUb-cbmmittee recommended that the new committee should 
bd composed of three professional workers, three employed 
family members and three family members not employed in the 
Project. It also recommended that the new committee should 
manage all facets of the Project. The sub-committee also 
recommended that the opinion of all family membets should be 
asked about these recommendations. A referendum letter (see 
Appendix 1)' was sent to every family, but not to staff 
members or volunteers. With some argument and difficulty 
the professional staff finally obtained a vote in* this 
referendum. This was one of the first signs of an on-going 
power struggle initiated by a strong activist lobby of 
family members and it is suspected some members of the 
professional staff.29
Many professional staff members felt most threatened by the 
prdppect of having family members as their employers, and 
there were serious discussions at staff meetings about the 
meaning of this change. This threatened feeling became even 
mere obvious at a later time when all professional staff 
were removed*from the Management Committee.
Whilst awaiting the results of the referendum decision
making in the Project became a very difficult process. The 
Management Committee acted as if it already had full control 
and questioned-many of the staff decisions, whilst the staff

28. Report of sub-committee on New Management Structure - 
See Appendix H.

29. Professional staff frequently acted in conjunction with 
this lobby 'behind closed doors'. It is somewhat 
difficult to understand this sort of activity in the face 
of the openness in relationships between staff. A 
superficial analysis could suggest conspiratorial 
personalities. However a deeper examination reveals that 
the personal ideologies and motivation of individual 
professional staff members differed greatly. Onp 
indicator of these differences was the frequent conflict 
between them oh issues*such as consumer control or the 
role of the professional worker.
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seemed to be immobilized by the impending change andPseemod- 
unable to make decisions at all. The Co-ordinator-feinfoYced 
the staff indecision by choosing this time to reguest the 
help of the Management Committee in the redeployment of one- 
member of the clerical staff. Another indicator of the 
staff*anxiety was the decision to reduce the number Of staff 
meetings each week as 'these would no longer by needed'^
The differences.between staff and family member's attitudes- 
also emerged in a most surprising way at this time. Family 
members thought that the Management Committee should meet in 
"a' voluntary capacity in their owh time-, whilst professional 
staff thought that it should meet in the employer's time.
Yet another example of the power struggle going on between 
professionals ahd family members at this time was the  ̂
criticism of the Ce-ordinator by the Management Committee 
for appointing a family member to the staff temporafiiy^ the 
records show that the Co-ordinator was extraordinarily 
angered by this criticism.
The recommendations about the new management structure were 
approved by the families and an election held on 2/5/75.
The new committee met for the first time on 7/5/75. Further 
evidence of the on-going power struggle was that thiS^meet- 
ing was presented with a prepared agenda by the Co-ordinator 
which included an-outline of a stricture for management 
which consisted of a series of standing committees, to'make 
recommendations on each facet of the Project's management.
Most analysts would regard this initiative as a fait accompli, 
the *Co-ordi'nator regarded it as a necessary professional 
input which v?as designed to teach family members new skills, 
and to spread the power of the new committee over more 
people. Perhaps these were rationalisations but in this 
time*of* immobilising indecision the ship seemed to need a 
firm hand.
For some time after the election of the new committee the 
staff continued to make decisions as if the committee did 
nob exist. They decided whd should visit other agencies, 
how the building should be used, and they made arbitrary 
changes in the program of activities. It could be suggested 
that* this-was necessary*as it took the new committee some 
time to set up its standing committees, determine their 
responsibilities, decide their membership, and get th^m 
functioning. Another interpretation is that the professional

-39-
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staff were ignoring the hew Committee, and establishing 
trhpir power and superiority.
As-ihe standing committees began to work the professional 
staff acted more subtley to.retain their ̂ power. Each stand
ing committee had attached to it professional workers as , 
resources, ^nd it was fairly Qbvious from the type of recom
mendations that emerged from them, that the professional , 
staff had shifted their power base. It is perhaps no 
accident that the Co-ordinator was a resource person for 
three of the six standing committees. The charitable inter
pretation is, of course, that the Co-ordinator .had more  ̂
knowledge .and skill to transfer to the family members.. This 
power ploy was noted by some family members and it is 
interesting that they lost no time in copying it -wh^n faipily 
member staff were removed from ,th.e managing cqmmittep.
Despite this shifting power base the professional staff were 
still able to subvert the Council's decisions whenever they 
thought serious decisions had to be made. The mechanisms 
used to achieve this were the mystification of knowledge,, 
superior political ability, and the remnants of, the olcL̂  
professional authority.
The power struggle between the professional., staff and the 
Family Centre Council continued for many months but in the 
end the Family Centre Council triumphed, helped by thq 
apathy and the diminished numbers of professional staff, who 
by this time were moving out of the Project. The struggle 
.about where the coffee lounge should be located i$ a perfect 
but lengthy example of the power moves between the two 
groups, eventually it was located exactly where the families 
wanted it, a location quite unrelated to the needs of the 
program.
It was at this stage that the professional,staff suddenly 
decided the families did not have enough knowledge to run 
the Project, or in terms of the developmental chart above, 
the Councillors (mostly family workers) had reached the 
discrimination stage of their development. Two training 
sessions were set up to enable the staff to transfer their 
skills to the families.30

30. Outlines of these training sessions are contained in 
Appendix J.
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During this perio&'the Constitution and Contract Standing 
Committee of the Council, drafted a formal Constitution and 
called a general meeting to discuss it. Whilst the major 
input to this standing -committee came from the professional 
staff it was a worthwhile learning experience for some 
family members who used their knowledge later to draw up, a 
contract between the Project end the Brotherhood of St 
Laufence. This contract was part of the Co-ordinator^s plan 
for the future and was designed to achieve autonomy ̂ for the 
Project. The draft Constitution was approved by the general 
meeting. Although it formalised still further the manage
ment structure of the Project it also served to make the 
Family Centre Council more, tangible to both staff and 
families.
The situation continued in much the same way until a fairly 
explosive,but open Council meeting where the professional 
staff members were accused of inhibiting discussions. * 
Family members on the Council said quite openly that they 
talked more easily together in the .absence of the pro
fessionals and would often make .completely different 
decisions if they were meeting alone. Finally, one of the 
professional workers moved a resolution that the composition 
of the Council should be changed and the professional,.staff 
removed. This, of course, was part of the rebelliousness 
phase of the indigenous workers' development and was once 
again the work of the activist lobby, who quickly followed 
the resolution with a petition. The following exchange took 
place at a staff meeting on 25/8/75.

Student : It matters to me that people wants to suddenly 
change the composition of the Council. Do 
they feel decisions are being blocked?

1st F.C.M. : It is not the Council it is pressure
from the families.

2nd F.C.M. : I think if we look, at it there has been
a great step taken forward. They are'not 
happy just to see staff making decisions.

.< ^
3rd F.C^M. : There is a general feeling amongst?

families that the Council is not working for 
them. Because of the professional shaff

. ^



r  ̂ members. Family members should start running
it now. They used to be in smdll groups -* 
saving things, but now it is an overall 

4* group. They want more changes.
At? this point the family inember workers decided -they wished 
to hold separate staff"meetings (another aspect of the anti? 
professional feeling). Determined efforts to have the Co? 
ordlnatbr present at theirmeetings* to provide continuity<ef 
overall programming was rejected. The family member staff 
felt^they wished to develop cohesiveness. When it was pointed 
out that the development of cohesiveness was probably { 
dependent on the skills of a professional group worker the 
idea was accepted but the Co-ordinator still rejected. It 
was decided the new Co-ordinator when he was appointed could 
b*e part of the group and meanwhile his place would be takeh 
by one of the research workers. Quite obviously the Co
ordinator was one of the people who inhibited discussion!
The general meeting to change the Constitution was held on 
18/9/75. Twenty-eight people attended the meeting and a 
majority of six agreed to the change. During the meeting a 
member-,of the activist lobby suggested that not only pro? 
f^^gional staff but family member staff should be removed 
from Council.
It was explained that this required another Constitutional 
changes He'followed his suggestion*by a notice of motion, to 
change the Constitution at the next Family Centre Council 
meeting. A general meeting was called on 9/10/75 which was 
attended by twenty^five family members, by this time pro
fessional- staff, students and volunteers were forbidden to 
vote by the Constitutional amendment at the last general 
meeting. The motion to remove all paid staff from the 
Council was won by nine votes, despite a rigorous campaign 
conducted by the family member staff- on the Council.31 
As five of the current Council members were paid employees 
it Was hot possible to replace them by a by-election so the 
Council was completely dissolved.
Whilst awaiting the new election date the remaining pro- 
fessional^staff once again expressed their anxiety about

31. It is perhaps poetic justice that this was the same
group of people which had been the instigators of the 
previous constitutional change which deprived pro
fessional staff of representation on the Council.



their lack of. power and immediately set up another training 
session for the new Council members. Family member staff who 
had been Councillors, reflected this anxiety by asking 
questions about the timing of the change and their own 
ability to transfer their knowledge And experience to new 
Councillors. These feelings were expressed at a staff 
meeting on 20/10/75 by a family staff member in the follow
ing way :

"I don't think changing the constitution again and back 
tracking is the right step. It has come a bit too 
early, but we have done it and we have to stick with 
it^ The real concern is whether the people with ex
pedience have the ability to teach others. I have 
learnt but have never had to tedch others."

T?he anxiety about the new Council was on the whole unfbunded. 
Nineteennominations were received and a healthy election 
campaign took place. Fifty-seven family members voted in the 
election. The election took place on 6/11/75 and the new 
Committee assumed it's duties as this report Is being 
written.
This process account of the changes in the management 
structure of the Project has shown the slow devolution of 
power from the staff to the family members. It's most 
interesting featured-are the way family members learnt to 
gain power slowly and within a proper constitutional frame
work, and the response bf the staff to- their rapidly -in
creasing powerlessness. Power,- eveh democratic power, is- 
heady stuff as has been mentioned in previous reports.
It is to be hoped that family members will use their power 
to achieve social change for all low-income people, and 
not simply to gratify their own needs.



SECTION IV : ACTION AND RESOURCE CENTRE - SOME PREDICTABLE 
PROBLEMS

In January 1976 the second three year phase of the Family 
Centre Project will begin. During 1975 the structure of the 
Project has been changed to provide an action and resource 
centre for all low-income people (A.R.C.)- However, the 
original philosophy and objectives of the Project have <not 
changed. It is still based on the philosophy that the 
causes of poverty lie in the institutional structure of 
society and not in the inadequacies of poof people. Its 
main objective is still the redistribution of the resources 
of jthe community through institutional,change brought about 
by the radical reform of existing institutions. The 
position adopted in the Project concerning the relationship 
between reform and social change is that the processes of 
reform do not inevitably preserve a basically flawed social 
system but can contribute to radical change and the. sub
stantial alteration of society.32
Currently, the basic assumption underlying the new Centre is 
that enough of the original 350 people involved in the 
Project have developed sufficient skills and knowledge to 
help other members of low-income groups to joiu them in 
reaching the objectives of the new Centre. On this assumption 
A.R.C. will have oply two professional staff members33 
who will be expected to work as consultants rather than 
teachers or supervisors. As the future of the. Centre seems 
to revolve around this basic assumption, this section of the 
report examines it in detail.

32. Charles Grosser who is an exponent of this view calls it 
'significant tokenism'. His arguments in favour of it 
can be found in the following work -
GROSSER, Charles F. New directions in community organ

ization: from enabling to advocacy, Praeger Publish- 
ers, New York, 1973.

The two professionals will be the Co-ordinator and 
someone with proven social action skills. The need for 
a social action expert arose out of an examination of 
the objectives of the Project carried out in the Fifth 
Progress Report. This examination revealed that little 
progress had been made in fulfilling the social action 
objectives of the Project.

33.
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In V.iew.iofJthe*hqavyTprofessiohal contribution desCi^.bed in 
the?precedingpages''of this, "report it is reasonable*to' 
question-the* basic^assumption in the previous paragraph and 
its corollary that the professional staff should be. deduced 
to two members. A quick scanning of the previous sections 
-Of this- .report sshow. that -Very little change wa& achieved 
unless a professional staff member precipitated it,34? The 
means used were*many and varied, for example, -the setting, up 
of artificial conflict situations, ensuring that all- family 
members' views Were heard, presenting alternative solutions 
to diffiOQlt"problems, transferring needed skills. Although 
family member^Staff had Some of these skills, they either 
could not*Or did not wish^to share them.
Related-td this difficulty in sharing skills is one fear 
expfe§Sed-**by many people outside the Project, including the 
Brotherhood of St Laurence Executive. This fear is* that the 
Project would end up being managed by an elite, not an elite 
of pfofessionalg^but an'elite* of family centre, member staff. 
Although' some family members* predicted this "problem and 
attempted to avoid it by ensuring that the Council was made 
up Of-non-staff family members, the situation iS still 
precariOiis.? ŷ.
There is no dOubt that the family member Staff afe -the most 
skilled-and*knoT^ledgeable group amongst the family^members.
If they^begin to reSent^the direction of less 'able people on 
the Cotincil it would be quite simple for them -to^engineer yet 
another constitutional change which placed control of the 
Centre firmly in?their hands. If this happens it will mean 
that the participatory objectives of the Project are forgotten 
aAd an hierarchical orgahisat^on will develop*again,*the only 
difterSAde beihg that the ^top dogs' will be family member 
Staff instead of professional staff. Such an elite of family

34. Indeed the whole idea of A.R.C. arose from the Co*
OrdinatOr's examination, at the etid of two years, of 
the degree to which the Project's objectives had* been 
fulfilled. Without this examination and the pro
fessional input it entailed it is quite.possible that 
the Project would now be simply a social resource for 
low-income-people. At the end of two^years'the family 
members, on the whole, were doncentratibg on personal 
and social development and were utilizing the -resources 
of the Project for these purposes, almost completely 
neglecting the social change objectives of the Project.
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members may not be so,dedicated as were the professional 
elite, to participation, to sharing skills- and resources, to 
the transfer of power, and to the other objectives of bhe, 
Project.
It will be.one of the roles of the two professionals* to act 
as the watchdogs of participation and co-operative effort, 
towards institutional change. In order to perform this, task 
they will need to be ideologically committed to the.'Ob
jectives of the Project and to the developmental model of 
operation which seeks to spread decision making.pqwer over 
all low-income people. Basic- to this ideological commitment 
is a genuine belief in the potential of low-income.people, 
and a dogged faith that the goals of the Project will be 
achieved. As Arnold Kaufman writes in the following quote 
the importance of the self-fulfilling prophecy should never 
be forgotten.

"The likelihood that a goal will be achieved often 
depends on whether it is believed to be possible. Faith 
in the practicality of an aim is a condition of one'.e. 
determination to pursue that aim which is in turn an 
important condition of successful effort. Hence, the 
very rejection of a political goal as 'impossible' or 
'impractical' or 'unrealistic' tends to be a self- 
fulfilling prophecy. The difference between what is 
possible and what is impossible is often the will
to believe."35

In order to ensure that the transfer of skills continues it 
may be necessary in the future for the two professional 
workers to be prepared to fill gaps in the transferring of 
skills which are left by the inability or resistance of 
family member workers. Political and social skills are not 
inherent in people they must be learnt, and learning requires 
teachers. Of course, people learn best from their equals, 
people of their own background and value system, but if that 
is not possible a sympathetic and committed professional is 
the next best teacher.

35. KAUFMAN-, Arnold. The radical liberal, 
Press, New York, 1968.

Atherton



Another area in which experience so far has indicated that 
there .will be* a need for an objective professional contri
bution is opening up the centre to new low-income people. 
Despite the altruistic Words of the family members that they 
must share their good fortune with other low-ihcome people? 
their actions belie their words. So far the appointment of 
family members as link-up persons with uninterested old 
members and the incoming new members'has not worked. A new 
family member has to be persistent indeed td bleak the 
barriers to the Centre's activities which ale erected by the 
original families. Sometimes the barriers are subtle and 
perhaps not always consciously realized by the original 
family members. Some of the mechanisms used are gossiping 
about new members, 'closing ranks' whenever new members 
appear, end withholding information.
Do family member staff have the ability to recognise the 
contributory potential of new members, to introduce them 
unobtrusively to the Centre's resources, to teacjr them 
participatory skills, to help old members accept them and 
share their knowledge and opportunities? Currently- few 
family member staff show ability in this area and some still 
need help td redognise that their vested interests dre the 
main barrier to the involvement df hew people ih the Centre's 
activities.
Apart from the specific duties outlined in their job des
criptions these are some of the tasks which will face the 
two professional workers in the Centre. Is this too large 
an undertaking for two people?
The notion of limiting professional input to two people was 
part of the Co-ordinator's original plan; During discussions 
about the future those family members in the 'rebellious' 
stage of their social development resented and resisted the 
idea of any professional input at all. The idea-was only 
preserved by the intervention of those family members who 
had either reached the 'discrimination' and 'collabdfative' 
stages of their development plus those who had hot developed 
at all and were still dependent on professionals.
Although some of these unfinished tasks were predicted by 
the Co-ordinator when the plan for the future was laid down 
early in 1975, the Co-ordinator believed, and still believes, 
that two professional people will provide enough input to

^47-



assist t;he families to develop the Centre along.the lijp.es 
envisaged. .It is;the quality-rather than the quantity of 
the^prpfes^j.qnal input which sqems to be mpst impo^^apt. phe 
t^sk,3qes not^spem impqss^ble.fop two people provi^e^yt^py 
are cqmmitte^ tp the objectives,of the'^entre,*thqy,^plieyq 
in t&e.a&ility of the-, family members* thqy are tyustqd by, 
the' tpmily members, and are prepared tp work as,equal 
members of the staff, iteam who,happen..to, have,professional 
skills'to contribute tp the^Centre's work.^°
To^Spm^up, it b.as been predicted th§t the basic,pssump^iop, 
of the, new Centra, vizi th§t there are-3 sufficient number^ 
o^ t^e^original family members skilled,pnqugh to meet^p^e 
objectives of the Centre, will only be proven,if these 
members are able to share their skills and,knowledge with 
other low-income people. Apart from their specific roles as 
Co-ordinator and social action expert, the inclusion, of the 
two professional people In the,Centre isq safeguard to 
ensuye tha^ this sharing does take place apd that part-s, 
icqpation,in decision making remains the raison d'etre pf 
the project.
Despite these reservations about,the future, the Family 
Ceptre Project was a byave attempt to help low-income pqpp^e 
grasp some measure of power over their own lives. For some 
twenty of the sixty families this objective was achieved.37 
Such rppults are excellent for a welfare program, and were

36. Grosser (Op. Cit. p. 173) when discussing the pro
fessional skills required in community organisations 
lists them in the following way 'organising techniques,

. a knowledge of how to deal with^arge bureaucracies,
contacts with a variety of nonlocal sources of .influence 
and information,, skill in organisational management, 
knowledge of interpersonal behaviour, and ap outsider's 
perspective §nd position.' Grosser ip other sections of 
this work, indicates that these skills can and- should 

, be transferred to indigenous people.
37. For more detailed results of the measure of effectiveness 

of the Project the research reports of thq projeqt'.s 
research workers, Michael Liffman and Jan Salmon, should 
be consulted. These works also point out that whilst 
only twenty families were able-to move put of the poverty 
situation many more family members realised other ob
jectives of the Project such as learning new skills,
and personal and social development.
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well worth the time, effort, and finance expended to achieve 
them. This demonstration project has proved that given 
sufficieh$ resource? some poot families.G,aR,mo^lb€t:"bjf 
poverty. The task/of A,R.C. As fo HeApjto?brAn#\about/4Ael 
institutional change in our society which will make 
poverty simply a bad dream of the past for all low-income 
peopld. ^

 ̂ j
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MEMO TO MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE FROM CO-ORDINATOR WHICH INITIATED THE 
EXTENSION OP MEMBERSHIP. OF THE FAMIIX CENTRE PROJECT: "

APPENDIX A

CB:JT 24th April, 1975^

The Secretary, *
Committee of Management,
FAMILY CENTRE PROJECT.

At last Monday morning's meeting of staff and Family Centre members, I 
was asked to solve a problem in relation to Family Centre membership. 
This request for my decision was quite appropriate because it has always 
been the perogative of staff to make decisions about who will be Family 
Centre members.

While I expect this task will belong to the new Committee structure, it 
became important to make a decision about one family at this time.
The problem was raised by Paul Roberts who, some months ago, was a 
Family Centre member and is not now a Family Centre member, because his 
family structure has changed. Paul wished to nominate for the new 
Committee, but was not sure whether he could do so because of this 
position. In view of this situation, and the fact that we will be 
moving to an open Centre next year, I thought it might be a good idea if 
we created a new category of Family Centre member - in other words, that 
we start to open the Centre up gradually straight away.
I felt there should be a category which allowed families well known to 
us to become Family Centre members and have all the rights and oppor
tunities of the Family Centre members, except for income supplement and 
for research purposes. In other words, Paul Roberts and his Dad, and 
Brothers and Sisters would become Family Centre members and be able to 
nominate for the Committee, use all the facilities of the Centre, but 
would not be able to have income supplement, and would not be counted as 
one of the Families in Michael's and Jan's research work.
This letter is to inform you that I have set up this new category of 
Family Centre member and have notified Paul that he may now nominate for 
the new Committee. I am rather pleased with this new idea, as it



solves our problem in relation' to Paul? (who Ir think we already all, 
accept as a Family Centre member) and also opens the way for the future.
There could be, for instance, borne other Families well known to us who 
may be able to join us in the Centre in every way except for the income 
supplement and research.

In order to inform all Family Centre members of this new*category, I 
will have this letter published in the next Family Centre Bulletin.

Yours sincerely,

(APPENDIX A cont'd) " .

C. Benn (Mrs.) 
Co-ordinator,
FAMILY CENTRE'PROJECT*.

S.

y

!
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APPENDIX B

FAMILY CENTRE PROJECT

APPLICATION,FOR MEMBERSHIP

Name: Age:

Address:

%
a

t

Names and Ages of Children:
.....................

Name of Family Member Introducing New Member:

Source of Income and Amount (Wages, Pension etc.)

Special interests or ways in which new member would like to contribute 
to the work of the Centre:

t
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APPENDIX C

Report to Council from Ad hoc Committee to look at Resources in
the Centre in 1976.

The experience of the Family Centre Project has shown that if
poor people have access to resources and power over those resources,

^ they are then able to change and make better lives for themselves and
^ their families.

* Principles of the Resource Unit.

1. Providing resources that are needed by low-income families and 
which are not available anywhere else.

2. A sharing of the resources of the Family Centre with a larger 
group of people.

3. Changing the resource areas as low-income families' needs change 
and as the community changes.

4. To provide resources for both primary and secondary needs. (Primary 
needs are:- food, somewhere to live, money, self-esteem etc. 
Secondary needs are:- education, social activities, holidays etc.) 
Because both are important if families are to live full lives.

Goals of the Resource Unit.
To provide:-

1. Information and referral services regarding all social welfare 
and other public services.

2. A liaison between low-income families and community services.

^ 3. To interpret these services to low-income families and, where
- necessary, to advocate on behalf of families.
-$i
 ̂ 4. To work with people to develop programmes in response to the needs

identified (e.g. child minding, emergency transport, home manage
ment, use of telephones, letter, typing service, etc.)

5. Time limited, supportive counselling around problems in daily 
living.

6. Identification of community needs and inadequate services to 
provide material for the social action unit to take different 
kinds of action to change society.
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(APPENDIX C cont'd)

 ̂ a-
Criteria for a Resource Area.
1. Low-rincome families need it,. *

2. It doesn't exist anywhere else.
3. The resource workers can provide it adequately.
4. Not require large capital outlay, as all resource -areas.must- 

be able to change to something else quickly when.the^ service 
is started by someone else.

y

, /



APPENDIX D

FAMILY CENTRE COUNCIL MEETING- 16th SEPTEMBER. 1975. 
BACKGROUND NOTE FOR AGENDA ITEM NUMBER 4.2:

As I will be unable to attend the Family. Centre Council Meeting oh 
Tuesday 16th September, I have written this note to explain- the 
reasons for my discussion to approach the professional staff only to 
undertake the tank at the Children's Hospital Seminar on Wednesday 
29th October.

The question seems to be who. should choose professional staff to give 
talks at professional seminars when the request is for a professional 
speaker.

I should explain that Dr. Howard Williams from the Children's 
Hospital requested me to undertake this- talk. As I had other commit
ments, on thh particular day, I asked at the Monday meeting which 
professional would care to replace me. I am of the opinion that this 
Was a legitimate procedure, because I believe only professional people 
are able to decide who has the ability td undertake a professional task. 
I also believe that Family Centre members should choose other Family 
Centre members for particular jobs.
This idea Is not new. It is based on the notion that only a pehr (i.e. 
somebody of the same skills and background) is capable of selecting 
amongst their own group. I do not believe that I have the skill to 
choose a doctor to do a medical job, or a lawyer to do a legal job.
Such decisions should be made by other doctors and other lawyers.
There seems -to be a mistaken idea amongst Family Centre members that 
because some professional skills have been transferred to Family Centre 
members, they now have all the skills of the professional. So far, we 
have taught Family Centre members how to work in resource areas, how to 
work on Committees, and some social action and research skills. These 
are just a very small part of the professional job.
As an example of what I am talking about, I have listed a few of the 
jobs that I personally have been asked to do in the last few months as 
a professional member Of the Family Centre Project. 1 hav& not referred 
any of these jobs to the Family Centre Council, or to the Brotherhood 
of St Laurence (my employer) because I believe that the decision to 
accept these jobs.or not is my own decision as a professional person.
If I cannot- meet the- request) I- believe I should -seek my- own* replace-'
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ment, and have done so wherever necessary.
1. Writing of references for other professional people in the Project.

2. To undertake curriculum planning for new welfare courses in Uni
versities or Colleges of Advanced Education.

3. To write a theoretical paper for the Social Workers' Conference on 
the Development Model in the Family Centre Project.

4. To chair a meeting for the Victoria Institute of Colleges of Heads 
of Government Departments and Professors of Child Psychology to 
decide whether a Child Development Centre should be set up at the 
Preston Institute of Technology.

5. To chair a research steering committee for the Social Welfare 
Commissionfor a study on Field Work Resources for Social Work and 
Welfare Courses.

6. To be the speaker at the V.C.O.S.S. Annual General Meeting -Topic: 
'The Future cf Social Welfare in Australia.'

7. To take part in the University of Melbourne's Social Planning 
Courses as a resource person to advise on social welfare programme 
implementation and administration.

8. To give the keynote address at a Housing Seminar in Tasmania 
organized by the Housing Commission of Tasmania.

9. To write a technical paper on the Family Centre Project for the 
U.N.E.S.C.O. Habitat Conference. This paper will be included in 
phe Australian National Report to the Conference which will be held 
in Canada in June, 1976.

10. To be a speaker at a seminar to be held at the Children's-Hospital. 
This seminar will revolve around an American Professor whose area 
of expertise is Community Development and deprived children. (This 
is the, task which I was unable to undertake and asked for vol
unteers from the professional staff to do for me at the Monday, 
meeting.)

I think if the Family Centre Council examines these jobs listed above,
they will realize that Family Centre members do not have the expertise

(APPENDIX D cont'd)



APPENDIX D

FAMILY CENTRE COUNCIL MEETING - 16th SEPTEMBER, 1973. 
BACKGROUND-NOTE FOR-AGENDA ITEM NUMBER 4.2:

As I w f H  be.unable to attend the Family Centre Council Meeting on 
Tuesday l6th September, I have written this note to explain thh 
reasons for my discussion to approach the professional staff only to 
undertake the task at the Children's- Hospital Seminar bn Wednesday'
29th October.

The question seems to be who should choose professional staff to give 
talks at professional seminars when the request'is fof a professional 
speaker. '

I should explain that Dr. Howard Williams from the Children's 
Hospital requested, me to undertake this talk:*. As I had other commit
ments*: on the particular day, I asked at the Monday meeting which 
professional would care to replace me. I am of the opinion that this* 
Was a legitimate procedure, because I believe only professional people 
are able to decldA who has the ability to undertake a professional task. 
I also believe that Family Centre'members should choose other Family 
Centre members for particular jobs.
This, idea- is nob new. It is based nn the notion that only a* peer (i.e. 
somebody of the same skills and background) is capable of selecting 
amongst their own group. I do not believe that I have the skill to 
chopse a doctor- to do a medical job, or a lawyer to do .a* legal job.
Such decisions should be made by other debtors*And other* lawyers.
There seeps?to b e h  mistaken idea amongst Family Centre members that 
because some professional Skills-have been transferredto Family Centre 
members,;- they-'.now hate all the skills of the professional. So far, we 
have taught Family Centre members how to work in resource areas, hoW to 
work on Committees, and some social action and research skills. These 
are just a. very* small part of* the professional job.
As ah example oSwhab l Am talking about, I have listed a few of the 
jobs that-I personally hate-been asked to dd in the last few months as 
a professional anthber of the FAmily Centre Project. I have nOt-referred 
any of these jobs to the Family CAntre Council, or to the Brotherhood 
of St Laurence (my employer) because I believe that the decision to 
accept^ these^jobs^ or- Mot is my oWn decision as a professional person*.
If I canhot 'meet"tthe^reqhest, i helieve^l should sAek afy'own replanA-



(APPENDIX D cont'd) I

ment, and haye done so- wherever necessary.
1. Writing of references for ot-h&r professional people d.n the-Projects *

2. To undertake curriculum,planning for new welfare courses in Uni
versities- or Colleges of,Adyanced Education.

3. To wtite a theoretical paper for the Social Workers' Confetenceon 
the Development Model in the Family Centre Project.

4. To, chair a meeting for the Victoria Institute of Colleges of Heads 
of Government Departments and Professors of. Child Psychology to 
decide whether a Child Development Centre should be set up at the 
Preston Institute of Technology.

i5. To chair a research steering committee for the Social Welfare
Commissionfor a study on Field Work Resources for Social Work and ̂  
Welfare Courses. f

6. ,JIo be t̂he speaker at the V.C,O.S.S. Annual General Meeting -Topic:
'The Future cf Social Welfare,in Australia.'

7. To take part in the University of Melbourne's Social Planning 
Courses as a resource person to advise on social welfaresprogramme 
implementation and administration.

8. To give the keynote address at a HqusingsSeminar in Tasmania 
organized by the Housing Commission of Tasmania.

9. To write a. technical paper on the Family Centre Project -for. the
U.N.E.S.C.O. Hpbitat Conference. This paper will..be included in 
the'Australian National-Report to the,Conference which will be held, 
in, Canada In June, 197&. ,

10. To be a speaker at a seminar to,be held art the Children's Hospital. 
This seminar will revolve around an American Professor whose area 
of expertise ia Community Development-add deprived.children. (This 
is the task which 1. was unable to undertake and asked? for vol- *'-* 3*** 
,unteers from the professional staff to do for me at the Monday?' ^  
meeting.)

'S i
I think,if the Family Centre Council examines these jobs^listed above,
they will realize, that. Family Centre members do not have - the -expertise *
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to undertake thqm, and also that Family Centre members would not really 
know who would be best to do than if I cannot.

It must be remembered that the'first three years of the Project relied 
heavily on professional expertise,- and that part of thp firs); three 
years' job yas to transfer as much qf that expertise to family Centre 
members as possible. The bits that have been transferred arethe bits 
that would enable Family Centre members to run the Project as a resource 
and social action centre. The theory building, group work, administrative 
and community development skills of a professional have,hot yet been, 
transferred, and there ,is sqme dpubt whether they are. needed, if tiie 
Project is to be deprofessionalized. ,

In other. wopd§, many of the above jobs will,not be referred-to the 
Project when it no longer contains professionals. As the Project wi).l 
have professionals as Co-ordinator and Social Action Expert in the next 
three years, I expect requests like the above will be still,received. I 
am of the opinion that if a professional is requested to undertake a 
professional task, then the decision whould be made by him as to whether 
he accepts it or pot., Many Requests for speakers etc. of courpq ape- npt 
for professionals, and all these should be referred to t^e Family, Centre 
Council. This is what I do at the moment, and I think should continue 
to be ,done.
I hope you will take these thoughts into consideration when discussing 
the above agenda item.

Connie Benn
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PRESS RELEASE 25th July, 1975.
APPENDIX E

HAMER PUTS DOWN THE UNEMPLOYED

The Family Centre Council of the Brotherhood of St Laurence has 
critidizdd the Victbrian Premier, Mr. Hamer, for his comments abdut 
the unemployed, made to the Liberal Party State Council on Sunday'27th 
July, 1975.
The Chairman of the Family Centre Council, Mr. Bob Williams said that 
'Mr. Hamet seems to be implying that unemployment benefits are too high 
and that the unemployed do not want to work.'
Mr. Hamer's comments are not only mischievous hut are also inaccurate 
and ignorant.
Firstly, Mr. Hamer is unaware that the present unemployment benefit 
levels are beloW the poverty line.'
Secondly, Department of Labour statistics clearly prove there are not 
enough jobs €or unemployed.
Thirdly, whilst proposing the need to increase productivity, Mr. Ha&er 
seems to forget that the purpose of productivity is to enable social 
progress.
Finally, unemployed benefits are the right of the unemployed.
Mr. Bob Williams said that 'Mr. Hamer's comments are inconsistent with 
the Liberal Patty's Council's plans to set up a Committee on Poverty."
Australia does owe a living to those who cannot find work.
For further information, contact Mr. Bob Williams,

> Chairman of the Family Centre Council^
Telephone: 41-4151.

After hours: Jan Salmon,
Telephone 337-6450.

The Family Centre Council is the organizing body for the Brotherhood 
of St Laurence Family Centre Project. The Family Centre Project sets 
out to provide resources for low-income families and to improve the 
social and economic circumstances of low-income families.
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FAMILY CENTRE MEMBERS EMPLOYED AS STAFF AT 1/11/75

APPENDIX F

Name Date of Appointment Job Description Hours of Work
Ray Walters ' 30/10/74-13/12/74 Dbmestic Worker 20 hours
Dot Emery 10/^/75 M 20 t '

Pauline
Windier

17/2/75 Social Security 
Resource

20 !!

Bob Wiliams, 'L7/3/.75 Employment and 
Social Action 
Resource

40 !!

Maureen Wo It' *17/3/75 Housing Resource 20 ! t

Vicky Young .24/3/75 Adolescent Worker 16 M

Judy C&ssar 5/5/75 Credit & Debt 
Resource

20 M

Sue Stewart „23/6/75 Bulk Buying 
Resource

20 !1

Chris Williams 23/6/75 Child Minding 
Resource

20 !!

Sandy-Bowtell .23/6/75 Child Minding 
Resource

20 t t

Jenny
Ficktenbaum

22/9/75 Health Resource 20 n

Bob Long 22/9/75 Employment Resource 20 !;



APPENDIX G
10.4.75

REPORT FROM INCOME SUPPLEMENT SUB-COMMITTEE:
The fifth report is saying "now is the time to move out into the 

community", to help people use the resources of the Centre, and tell, 
them of their rights as people, and help them use the institutions 
(like Social Security) in a way that gets the best service.

These are skills the Project has given to 60 families. If the 
Project is to have its full impact on the life of all poor people then 
60 families have to start to share, tell and teach their friends and 
neighbours.

Everyone will do this in a different way. A few will be able to 
be paid workers and run specific resources areas, but most will do the 
work by bringing new people into contact with the Centre, showing them 
where, what and how. As the knowledge from the first three years is 
passed on, more people will be concerned about issues like:

* the work test
* 5 kids before you can have a Commission home
* lack of emergency accommodation
* no income security, 

and will want to do something about it.
The role of the workers who are in the Social Action unit will be 

to help these people get down on paper exactly what they want to change, 
so everyone in the group knows and understands - and then these workers 
(or activists) will advise the group on the tactics to use to get what 
they want.

Now, the job of changing the community is a very big one. We don't 
think 10 or 15 people can do it. But 30-60 people can make a better go 
of it.

If all the family members are to help in this Project - and they 
want to - then they must have security. The B.S.L. has said over and 
over again it expects the 60 families to have gained skills from the 
Project which they will share with the community. There won't be time 
for sharing if people have to return to going the rounds of the agencies 
for survival.

It has been often said that the basic problem with the poor is the
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lack of money. How then can we improve community resources without this 
basic need'which "you are goiiig Co take away fronf us:

The B.S.L. has aimed this program*at improvihg the situation of*the 
powerless poor. It hag said that by guaranteeing a set regular -income 
through the*incOme supplement^scheme, people id this Project could gain 
power over resources; power over detision-making, power over^relation
ships, power over information.

ft is with this power that we Can help to Change the Community. But . 
how powerful 3ot real is temporary power, and does the B.S.L. mean to 
take away the power it has given?

Workers for change must have a guaranteed income. A guaranteed 
income for a group of people who are going to be working-with poor 
people like themselves.- Working to get a guaranteed income for everyone.

SUB COMMITTEE.

-KEVIN SHEPPARD 
DOT PEILLON 
EVELYN MUNDY.

(APPENDIX G cont'd),

May 9, 1975.
COMMENT ON REPORT FROM FAMILY CENTRE* SUB-COMMITTEE

This report summarises the new directions that are proposed for the 
Family CehtrC and emphasises that-the central purpose of fhe Second " 
phase will be to enable the families who have gained skills from the 
Project to shAre With the community.

The report points out that the ability to share resources and skills 
will depend on staff and Family Centre members having time to devote to 
these tasks. This means that they must either receive an income as 
staff members or hAve some'other source of inedme such as the Family 
Income Supplement to give them a degree of security and the Opportunity 
to devote at least some of their time to the work Of the Centre.

The report argues a case for the continuation of the Family Income 
Supplement and Asks "does the B.S.L. mean to take awAy ihe power it has 
given".
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From the very beginning of the Project, it was recognised that lack of a 
regular and adequate income is a central cause of poverty< Obvious as 
this is, it has seldom been recognised in antipoverty programs. Accept
ance of this vipw,resulted in a commitment to provide a Family Income 
Supplement for the first three yeays of the Project. It was made quite 
clear that the guarantee could not extend beyond this period and I know 
that Family Centre members have acknowledged this all along.
From the reports of the Project, it seems to us that a number of 
families have been able to improve and stabilise their income situation 
by having obtained more regular paid jobs and/or stabilising their 
housing situation. However, we certainly realise that, for many families, 
there is still a need for a regular and guaranteed source of income and 
it is quite understandable that this issue should be raised regardless 
of the understanding about the limits and length of time the Brotherhood 
could guaranteee to provide the funds required for the income supple
ment.
Half the cost of the Income Supplement has been met by the Australian 
Government Department of Social Security. Their reason for providing 
the subsidy was that it would provide essential resources for an ex
perimental project from which information could be gathered as to the 
effects of a family income supplement. This agreement was limited to 
the first three years of the Project.
It would be difficult for the Brotherhood to ask for further funds.
There seem to be two other possibilities; the first is that the Com
mittee of the Family Centre, which will have its own identity and 
autonomy, could make an approach for continuation of a subsidy for a 
family income supplement. The other possibility would be for the Family 
Centre to apply to the Australian Government for funds to employ ad
ditional Family Centre staff members. This 'jobs for the poor' approach 
might be more successful as it is on the lines of the Australian Govern
ment's commitment to creating and financing job opportunities for 
unemployed pepple through R.E.D. (Regional Employment Development)
Scheme.
The Brotherhood would be prepared to support either of these-proposals, 
but it would be necessary to back them with as much information as 
possible. Some of this is already at hand and the reports that are 
expected to come from the Centre in the next few months should give 
added weight $:o any proposal.

- DAVID SCOTT.
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APPENDIX H

' "  ̂ FAMILY CENTRE PROJECT! , ,
4th March, 197.5.

Sub-Committee to look at possible changes in structure of Management 
Committee^*

Present: Bob Williams, Pauline Windier, Joan Benjamin.

Committee was set up following staff suggestion to Managment 
Committee' to re-structure the committee to .enable formation of -one.,. 
Organisation to run all aspects of the Centre rather than twb ̂ groups as 
there are at present. Staff also suggested that the new grouping 
consist^of "five, staff and five family members.

Sub-committee agreed to look at the following areas:-
# J 1. -Method, of election '

2. Composition of committee
3. Role of committee -
4. Office bearers on committee
5. Term of office.

Method of election.
To .continue to uae ̂ proportional representation as, the, typeof 
election procedure.

2. Composition of committee.

3 professional workers 
3 paid workers (family members)
3 family (members)
1 co-ordinator with no voting powers, but who is responsible to 
B. S . L .

This last position would be appointed, not elected. The co
ordinator of the Project would fill this position.
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3. Role of committee would beJ:o make all decisions affecting all 
facets of the running of the Centre.

4* Office Bearers of new committee.
Sub-committee felt that this should be determined by the new. 4
committee after it is elected. ^

5. Term of Office to be for twelve months. *f
Sub-committee also discusded steps towards the introduction of: this 
new structure:-

(APPENDIX H cont'd)

1. Presentation to Management.Committee. If recommendations 
are accepted then:-

2. Letters to be sent to all F.C. members asking them to accept 
the recommendations. A reply-paid envelope to be enclosed.

3. If membership indicates acceptance, then nominations to be 
called and election date set.

Possible time schedule - 6 weeks.
March 6th - Management Committee decide on recommendations.
March 11th - Letters posted.
March 20th - Replies assessed by*Managenfent Committee if endorsed..
April 2nd - Nominations open.

There is a camp from April 16th to 21st-.
April 25 - Election.

3



APPENDIX I

REFERENDUM^ LETTER TO PROJECT FAMILIES TO SEEK APPROVAL FOR 
PROPOSALS FOR A NEW MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE IN THE CENTRE:

BROTHERHOOD OF ST LAURENCE 
FAMILY CENTRE PROJECT

11th March, 1975.

Dear,

In the past few weeks family members have agreed to change the Centre 
next year. The Management Committee now feels that the Management 
Committee will also need to change, so that the Centre can prepare 
for these changes. Prepare for families to have a much greater say 
in the way the Centre runs. The staff asked the Management Committee 
to consider having one group of people to make decisions ... a group of 
both staff and families.

The Management Committee feels that everyone should know about this 
new step, think carefully about it and tell us, your Management Com
mittee, what you think about it all.

Mould you please tick yes or no on the list below, and let us have your 
answer in the*return address envelope as soon as possible. Because if 
you think if is a good idea, we will have to call an election and open 
nominations very soon.

Yours sincerely,
The Management Committee.

1. New Management Committee to consist of - 
3 professional staff,
3 family member staff,
3 family members.

(This would mean 3 of the present staff and 3 from the family members 
who now have paid jobs in the Centre, and 3 family centre members).
These people to be elected by family members and staff and one cô - 
ordinat&r with no voting powers but who is responsible to'B.S.L. This
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person would be the Co-ordihator of the Project and wouldrbe appointed, 
not elected. * ^

(APPENDIX I cont'd)

YES ___
NO -3

t2. This committee would make ALL decisions affecting the Centre.--  $
YES
NO

3. This committee will be,-elected for, twelve months.
YES
NO

RETURN TO JOAN BENJAMIN

RESULTS OF REFERENDUM
The* proposals contained in this referendum were recommended by a sub 
committee of the Mangement Committee. The sub-committee was comprised, 
of two family centre members and one member of the professional staff. 
The report and recommendations of the sub-committee were approved by the 
Management Committee on 6/3/75. The report included steps for imple
mentation of the proposed change and a timing schedule.
Forty-five family members responded to the referendum letter.
The results of the referendum were:

Question Yes No

1. Membership of Committee 38 4
2. All decisions by Committee 38 5
3. Committee elected for 12 months 36 .4

Nq Answer Total
y

3 45 -*
2 45

45

On 20/3/75, the Management Committee discussed fhe results of the refer
endum and decided to adopt the new structure. The election date for the 
new committee was set for 2/5/75.
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APPENDIX J

FAMILY CENTRE PROJECT

May 29, 1975.
TRAINING SESSIONS April 8th - June 3rd.

The following is a summary of discussions held at the Family Centre. 
The sessions were set up in response to requests from family members and 
staff, to develop a greater understanding of the issues with which the 
Family Centre Project staff will be increasingly involved.

The. following is a statement of t}ie areas which were covered -
1. Poverty - some general concepts - introduced by Michael Liffman 

and A*. Press.

Economic Inequality - Bob Jolly, A.C.T.U. Research Officer.

3. Levels of government in Australia and the disadvantages of present 
welfare structures - Jill Williams.

4. Social Action; general principles - strategies and tactics - 
A. Press.

5. Social Action; general principles and how they apply to local 
issues - Colin Benjamin.

6. Video Tape Viewing -
(a) Inner Sydney Resident Action Groups - Submission to 

Government Enquiry into Human Relations.
(by Tape done for Flemington HoOsing Commission Tenants 

Union.

7. How to write a submission - presented by Jan Salmon.
8. An evaluation of the training sessions.

The sessions were attended by staff, family member staff (who 
constituted the core group), family members and social work students 
Those attending were:

Judy Cassar, Les Hope, Connie Benn,
Pauline Windier, Pat Parker, Bob Long,
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Bob Williams, 
Maureen Wolf, 
Steve Wolf, 
Paula Walsh,

Dot PeillQn,, 
Carol Ride, 
Jill Williams, 
Helen Fowler,

Ray Parker, 
John Mowat, 
Joan Benjamin 
Joan Keir.

FAMILY CENTRE PROJECT
PRACTICAL SKILLS COURSE 

AUGUST, 6 - SEPTEMBER,24, 1975

August, 6 10.30 a.m.

August, 13 10.30 a.m.
August, 27 10.30 a.m.

August, 27 10.30 a.m.

Sept., 3 10.30 a.m.

Sept., 10 10.30 a.m.
Sept., 17 10.30 a.m.

Sept., 24 10.30 a.m.

Using telephones

Writing letters 

Report writing 
Filing '

Referrals
Recording, data 
collection, 
monitoring

Conducting meetings

Interviewing 

Talking in Public

- Mary d'Aprano 
Joan Benjamin

- Judy Till
- Jan Salmon
- Joan Benjamin 
Norma Hampton

- Jill Williams

- Michael Liffman

- Robert Williams 
Joan Benjamin

- Jill Williams

Evaluation.


